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of Beethoven’s “Sixth Symphony.” But no longer to
delay over much that might be interesting in the development of his mind, we will explain his present methods
of work. The fact that he holds to-day, by the sheer
force of personal energy and unquestioned merit, a front
rank in one of our foremost musical cities, and works
under the serious disadvantage of blindness, renders his
work peculiarly interesting. The branches which he
cultivates are voice, piano and theory.
In mastering a
Subsosiftioh 1«B, $1.50 p«» Tkae (payable in advance).
musical composition he has the notes read aloud (not
Sing!® Copy, 15 cents.
played, but verbally described), and puts them down in a
The coart® have decided that all gabseribers to newspapers are held
Every
responsible until arrearage* are paid and their papers are ordered to be kind of tangible print made by embossed points.
v
discoatinaed.
minutest detail of phrasing and shading, of fingering, of
rhythm, of style, of tempo is accurately recorded, and then
by re-reading and brooding attention, the whole is fixed
PHILADELPHIA
solidly in the memory and imagination.
Naturally he is
often called upon to explain these matters, and being
JOHN SL VAN OIiTSVTE,
very fond of metaphors, we have heard him say, apropo
JAMES HTTNBKER,
of memorizing, that “ it is like crystallization | as the
Mbs. HELEN D. TBETBAR.
granules of sugar gather into hard angular forms in a
silent solution, so the tones build themselves into definite
M&tmgtmg ESikir, THEODORE PRB8SBR.
shapes of beauty in a thoughtful mind.” As a piano
(Entered at Phiktddphis Post Qfl« a* Bstxmd-elmt, Maker.)
teacher he has absolutely nullified the impediment of
blindness, and even in the matter of fingering (certainly

function of a newspaper critic, achieved an unrivaled
reputation for poetic graces of style, thorough technical
knowledge and fearless expression.
At present his musico-literary work is chiefly confined
to musie'al journals.
He has a large following of enthusiastic students, whose numbers steadily increase.
In
May, 1888, he married Miss Kate Lewis, a promin nt
singer of La C/osse, Wis., and resides at present in a
handsome house, No. 7 South Auburn St., Mt. Auburn,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
He is connected with the College of
Music as professor of English literature, and with the
Conservatory as lecturer on aesthetics, but his teaching is
independent, and he has an elegantly appointed office
at his own genial and beautiful home, which it is a privilege to visit either as friend or student.
Mr. Van Cl eve
is always excessively annoyed at being regarded as a
prodigy, and to praise him in the language suitable to

Blind Tom
is to provoke his detestation.
His attainments have been wrought out by slow and systematic
effort, and hence arises his insight into the stages of a
**

learner’s mind.

Mr, Van Cleve plays a large repertoire of the best and
difficult music, both classic and modern.
During
his experience as a teacher he has given a large number
of recitals before his pupils and the general public. He
has a peculiarly sympathetic touch, which in a singular,
degree unites passion and tenderness.
He is justly
praised for his liquid rues and deeply imaginative muHe also devotes considerable time to
sical conceptions.

most

composition. His works are highly commended by excellent judges, and we are glad to learn that he will soon
give some of his eomoositions to the public.
'
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never received any wholesome criticism. Some of these the lessoa hour. Be sure that your pupil knows how to the former, consider the Celebrated octave passage for
young pianists very naturally take it for granted that the observe every nuance.
the left hand in the polonaise of Chopin, Op. 68, one of
absence of criticism means unqualified approval on the
(e) Study the accents.
Here you approach near to the severest tests of mere muscular endurance in the
part of their masters. Thus they gain confidence, and the very soul of playing.
whole repertoire of pianoforte music, and also the whole

communities in
(/) Distinguish between legato and staccato.
which they live,” when they fail to win popular applause.
Call attention to the relation of the parts to each
(g
pianists who have “played for Liszt” seem to other, e.g. You have Chopin’s nocturne in E fiat, Op. 9.
think that they are necessarily great and glorious artists, See that the left hand part is kept subordinate to the
simply because that good old patriarch actually permitted melody, which is here in the right hand part. An accomthem to leave his parlor alive. If they had not played paniment should always be played in more of a subdued
divinely, they seem to argue, how could Franz Liszt, have manner than that of the melody.
But in trying to play
endured it for a moment? And thus some may argue the chords softly, there is danger, on the other hand, of
with reference to teachers of less renown. For the sake making the harmonies obscure. It is better to give too
of the musical world, therefore, let every teacher ex- much prominence to the accompaniment than to lose its
press his opinions candidly whenever he is expected to character by failing to make all the harmonic relations
*
criticise.
clear. There is also another fault that may be mentioned
The Lazy Teacher. Are there any lazy teachers in in the same category. It is present to a certain extent
the world ? Are there any who sit still and look on with in the playing of almost every pianist in inexperienced
blank indifference during the entire lesson hour, as if the players it is never absent. It is a fault that mars all
readily find fault with the “ignorant

Some

—

5;,

:
Sa;

;v

;

study in skips by Liszt entitled,

“ La Campanella.” 'For

instances of the other difficulty, look into the writings of

Beethoven, Bads, Mozart, Mendelssohn, and preeminently Schumann, who is peculiarly abstruse in the ground-

This

conception of his works.

probably the reason

is

why the playing we hear of the Schumann numbers on &
programme is usually the most cloudy and unsatisfying
of the whole. No wonder that poor Schumann is thought
dull, queer and dry by the general public, when the pianists so often cut him up as Medea did Jason, and boil
him

into an indistinguishable confusion of chords of the

seventh.
is

The

poetic and intelligible playing of Schumann

one of the pianist’s crucial

tests,

pieces need a fine musical sense.
pianist, great or small,

and even

The

first

Ms

tiniest

object of the

should be to grasp the tones per-

all the pupil needed ?
The writer once musical effect, and yet it is one of the most difficult for fectly in all their relations, of rhythm, of pitch, of dyheard of s teacher in one of the great western cities who inexperienced teachers to detect. It may be called ine- namic importance, of rate, of attachment or detachment,
quality of touch.
In playing the simple chord c, e, g and of timbre, and considered with this particularity even,
an hour. It was all he condescended to give in exchange (for example), the experienced listener will often notice the so-called simple passages of the best music require the

sapient look was

actually sold his sapient presence at three or four dollars

money he received. Sometimes he would that one tone is made loader than the other two or per- highest exercise of attention, memory, analysis, imaginaon the sofa and either look at the pupil or read haps two are loud while the third is scarcely perceptible. tion, emotion. The slow and tonal study of the best
now and then glancing at his watch until In many cases only the experienced listener can detect music according to these principles will repay tenfold the
the glad final moment arrived.
Then he would some- the absolute omission of one or two sounds in the playing time consumed upon it, even though one should sit by
“
times say,
Play the next movement for me next time, of a chord. Even inexperienced hearers know that some- the hour digesting a few lines. The fact of the matter is,
Good-bye.” Sometimes, however, he would enter into thing is wanting, and they say that the playing is weak, that taken the world over, there is vastly too much playing
the spirit of the occasion* and stand at the window, where uninteresting, and inartistic, but only the few are able at of a mediocre quality, and by no means enough playing
he could thrum on the glass as the pupil played, and gaze all times to point with precision to the fault. This fault of the infinitely precious kind, which is like Cleopatra’s
at the unhappy crowds in the street. On such occasions ig actually present in some degree in the playing of almost draught of wine with its dissolved pearls.
Let any one
he usually retired promptly at the appointed moment every pianist, and in almost every chord. The matter call to mind the impressions which live in the heart and
“ Good-bye.” Thisteacher had all
without even saying
saving “
is
wlisn there
t.hp>FA is
ikbl
tnno in
;
in pacli
each mhorfl
chord memory after years of listening, and he will find that
8 complicated when
a certain tone
the pupiss he desired.
Many wealthy and fashionable which must be made prominent, while the others are to hoars and hours of laborious listening to fairly well peryoung ladies thronged his classes. But surely it was not be played softly and yet with equal touch. To do all this formed music have faded utterly, but the impression of
because of any musical benefit they received. Perhaps with the fingers, of the same hand at the same time, certain rare moments when the player perfectly realized
there is something in the “ sapient presence,” else why
his music, live and flame in the hearer’s soul like genii
for the tuition

;

sit still

the newspaper,

requires close attention.

should this teacher succeed/
duty may pay some teachers,

But while inattention to
(ft) The pedal also deserves attention.
Young pupils
does not pay all. The are much disposed to abuse it. But' its proper use conlazy teacher is likely to reap the reward of the sluggard
tributes greatly to the artistic character of the pianist’s
sooner or later. Diligence and faithfulness are not often worjj
left behind in the race.
They are sure to ‘conquer in the
Additional hints will be given in the September Etude.

that bestud the walls of & cavern,

it

undiminished lustre whenever

“ Seest thou a diligent

man

;

he shall stand be-

fore kings.”

individual nature be selected and brooded over

—

The Uncertain Teacher. There are some teachers who do not criticise their pupils freely because they
really do not know what to say. They may be conscious
of the fact that the pupil needs correction, and yet they
are uncertain as to the phraseology in which they should

They know

express themselves.

that the playing

is

un-

some way, but just how
remedy, or just wljat the proper
remedy is, puzzles them. No physician on earth is able
at all times to make an infallible diagnosis.
Many,
interesting, that

it is

again turned

Let every real lover of music, with the
sternness ofehe anchorite, abjure the excess of quantity,
and withoutbewilderment at the vast abundance of the
literature, let only that which is really gennain to the

i

end.

and ready to burn with

.the light is

upon them.

deficient in

to suggest the proper

doubtless, seriously question the correctness of their

IE1IAL GRASP II PIANOFORTE PLAYING.
BT JOHN

S.

becomes a part of one,

When one

VAN CLEVE.

is

till it

like the breath or the voice.

so familiar with work, that

it

up

conies,

an improvisation at every stirring of the emotional
make music with it then ia it the
exhaled fragrance of his being.
like

At the recent session of the M. T. N, A. in Chicago.
a suggestive paper was read by Prof. Cady, of Ann Arbor,
on the importance of clear thinking of tonal relationships
and ideas. It may be worth while to amplify and emphaaize this thought, which is beyond any cavil a radical
.matter.
No doubt it has been often observed with
wonder, that the blurs and blunders in Apiano perforinance do not occur at those places only which are con-

nature, then can he

;

^

uv» IT*
Ml.:* IH'O * iTA V
high art as shown in the works of the great masters
and between the young and the coming generation.
Louis Kohler.
The greatest triumph of a teacher does not consist in
>

—

own
transforming his pupil into a likeness of himself, but in
Not knowing the spicuously difficult, they, indeed^ being not infrequently showing him the path to become his own individual
dangerous to hazard delivered with greater perfection than others. If a strong self. Louis Ehleet.
The enthusiastic applause of the public is naturally the
remedies.
No teacher can be infallibly sure at all times light of attention be turned in upon this phenomenon, it
but true strength and reward he
just precisely what musical malady afflicts his pupils, will be discovered that the root of the trouble ia fixed in aim of the musician
finds only in the applause of those who thoroughly underInexperienced teachers suffer greatly because of their a certain half-realized vagueness of the idea. It is by no
stand and
ana feel with him.
arl Maria von Weber.
uncertainty.
The following bints may be useful to young means easy to train the human mind to a fine and steady
Eccentricity will always be a sublime and enviable
teachers
concentration, yet this is precisely what is needed for fault in every musical genius, but genius and invention
Whenever practicable, study carefully before the lesson musical work. Even genius has been defined as the power are one invention and innovation are beyond ordinary
hour the composition you propose to use in teaching, of attention, and the power of taking pains, aiid without comprehension, and that is why to many they appear
eccentric.—-F ranz Liszt.
By all means become so familiar with it that you can exactly endorsing all the length and breadth of this
A good pianist uses the pedals as little as possible too
detect, even without seeing the music, any fault in
aphorism, which is like many aphorisms, more senten- frequent use leads to abuse. Moreover, why should he
() The rhythm (observe every measure and every tious than true, it is to be insisted upon again and again try to produce an effect with his feet instead of his hands ?
A
horseman might as well use his spur i
art
)*
nor can it be too deeply realized that precise, all-emP
gnaz mosoheleb.
Mosoheleb.
() The reading of notes (see that every note is heard bracing, many-sided, automatic mental conception of the bridle !— ignaz
The
first condition for being an artist is, respect for,
in melody or accompaniment).
tones as a high-wrought complex of the imagination is
and acknowledgment of, the great and submission to
(c) The observance of the rests or pauses (generally the secret of good playing.
As well look for poetic and it and not the desire to extinguish the great flame in
greatly neglected).
heartfelt readings of passages of literature from one who order that the small rush light should shine a little
brighter.
IT an artist does not himself feel what is
These three elementary texts will genefally furnish comprehends the language but dimly, as to hope for
aniyou with abundant material for criticisms. After you mated and emotional readings of the works of musical great, how can he succeed in making me feel it? -Felix
Mendelssohn-Bartholdy.
have applied the above simple rules, then be prepared genius from any who do not absolutely and accurately
Young artists of the present day, instead of first digestalso to apply the following additional principles in the get into every detail of the work.
Difficulties in piano ing Bach and Handel, rather take Beethoven, Schuspecial case of the same composition:
playing may be referred to two great classes, viz., those mann and the more modern masters as a starting-point.
Alas they forget how assiduously and
(d) See that the signs of expression are observed (/., which arise from actual extremes of power or
roughly th
dexterity
p.,sf.,atc.). If there is a sign or mark of any kind which demanded, or those which spring from the emotional later masters studied the great epochs In die history
music, which alone enabled them to pro PT?T77iH W2‘)
is not familiar to you, try to find out all about it before intricacy of otherwise aaav srounin™.
At- Inxtar,™*. n e\
decisions even in the simplest cases.

exact character of the disease,
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TRE ETUDE.
TIE AMEBIOAI COLLEGE OF MUSIOIAHS,

motion of musical appreciation in the community. They
should be organized and officered in the usual manner of
small deliberative bodies.

One of the most important incidents of the late annnal
meeting of the American College of Musicians at Chicago
h
esentation of a report by a committee consisting >f Clarence Eddy, Mr. Fillmore, and the undersigned,
upon she manner and place of conducting the examinatisns a future. As the report had been drawn somewhat
amply, in order to cover the whole ground of the College,
as at preseat existing, it is perhaps worth printing
entire.
Only the first two recommendations were
5

ri;

.

•

(M

adopted, and the number of members necessary to organize

a local section was reduced to six. The preliminary
was thought unadvi sable, at least for the present.

test

Nevertheless, the matter

is

so important,

and there

well defined an impression that the present test

severe for vocal students, that the subject

The

uj? again.

report

as follows

is

is

so

is

is

too

come

sure to

:

REPORT.
Your Committee was appointed
upon the following three questions

to consider
:

—

and report

1. Ought the College to encourage the organization of
* O
t
1
Local Sections, composed of the members residing in
convenient vicinity ? The same -to hold stated meetings
for mutual improvement, discussion, and association.
2. Ought any of the Examinations to be locally ad.

i'J

«

/*

*1

*

•

'

•

ministered ?
8. Ought there to be established a test of a lower grade,
preliminary to the present test for the Asaociateship in
the College ?

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.

1

2. According to the original prospectus of this organ!"
nation, it was designed to subserve two purposes ; First,
to establish a Proper Standard ofS&ttainment ;; and,
Becond, to encourage• those intending to follow the Art
« «
*
ire*
i
i*
of Music as a profession to qualify themselves accordin
judgment of those best entitle'
entitled
to that standard. In the judgment
to have an opinion upon the subject, the Authorities of
the College of Musicians have been singularly fortunate
in defining tests which not only assure the successful
candidate possessing a liberal edueatioa in music, but
which go as far as written teste can in assuring his having
also at least a fair minimum of musical -intelligence and
intuition, without some measure of which his work as an
educational force will be without artistic value and
inspiration.
8. The work of the College has attracted an encouraging
degree of attention, considering the limited facilities of
.

it*

m
i

ljl

SSS11
Jn

mm
m

...

Quite a number of candidates have
publicity it. enjoys.
presented themselves for examination, from different and
remote parts of the country, and many more have signified their intention of doing so at a later time.
Within the profession itself, however, the work of the
College has not received the attention it deserves, many
teachers, apparently, being indifferent to standards of
attainment, or regarding tnem as beyond the practical
possibilities of the existing situation.
4. The College standards possess three important
advantages over the tests proposed by any educational
First, they are more thorough.
institution known to us.
Second, they are more authoritative, since they are the
expression of the ideas of the most eminent members of
the musical profession in the United States, acting in
Third, they are
their deliberate and corporate capacity.
It is only in
impartially and impersonally administered.
this institution that a student can be examined by artists
who
during
the examattainments,
of the most eminent
ination have not the slightest indication of the personality
of the candidate, and are therefore compelled to judge
entirely upon the merit of the work performed.
5. If it be asked what influences are to be relied upon
to encourage young musicians to qualify themselves
according to these standards, which admittedly are higher
than those generally prevailing, the answer must be, first,
an intelligent opinion in the profession itself; second,

—

Clavier.

EXAMINATIONS, LOCALLY ADMINISTERED.

*

*

'

Inventions, garabandes, gavottes, etc., from
the Bach Album of Ed. Peters and the Kullak easy
Prelude and fugue in C minor,
pieces of Bach.

Bach.

Mozart. Sonata-8 in F andin G.
Beethoven. .Sonata op. 10, in C minor, cantabile
movement from sonata opus 90.
Mendelssohn. Songs without words, 30, 18, 3, etc.
Schumann. Forest Scenes, 1, 4, 8, Romance in F
sharp, GriJlen, Ende vom Lied.
We
Chopin. Walt? in A flat, Nocturne in E flat, Immendation for two reasons first, because it is indispenpromptu in A flat, Polonaise in C sharp minor.
sable to the successful workings of our systems of tests,
Liszt.
Liebestraume, Rhapsody No. 11.
that they be made available to the country at large, which
18. The examination in theory in this grade should
can never be the case so long as the only way of present- embrace as much relating to the elementary knowledge
ing one’s self for examination involves making a journey of music and of the pianoforte as would suffice to evince
of a thousand miles or more, at a particular moment of a “ good working knowledge” for teaching purposes.
the year.
Second, in order to relieve the head exami- Harmony should go as far as modulation in Richter, and
ners, who already find the labor of passing upon so the harmonization of a given melody in fair four-part
many papers excessive. If this be the case when the writing.
number of candidates is no more than twenty in any
17. The design in establishing this test is twofold ;
year, what will it be when the number reaches a hun- first, to answer to candidates intending to take the assodred, as it is sure to do in a very short time?
ciate examinations the question whether they are on the
8. In order to make these local examinations, and in
right road, and to advise them of the principal defects of
order to divide the labor still more among many, we re- their musical equipment as then existing.
Second, to
commend the election of at least three additional exami- afford young musicians a convenient means of authentiners in every department, or in the pianoforte possibly cating their attainments, thereby giving them a credit as
six more ; said new examiners to be of unquestionable teachers they could not otherwise so soon enjoy.
rank as artists, and of ascertained loyalty to thorough
18. Wp think, also, that if this test were established it
tests of attainment. In addition to these we recommend would serve another very important purpose, that, namely,
the appointment or election of ten or twelve assistant of affording private teachers a convenient method of
examiners in the department of piano and singing, and competing upon equal terms with the conservatories for
said assistant what might be called, with no intentional disrespect,
six or eight in the other departments
examiners to be of approved and well-known eminence “the diploma trade ” by which we mean the perfectly
as teachers in the department in which they are to serve legitimate desire on the part of pupils for some kind of
as examiners.
authoritative certificate of their attainments, a desire
9. All examinations henceforth, local and general,
upon which many schools trade as a considerable part of
may be conducted before three head examiners, specially their working capital. It would also be of assistance to
designated for the occasion by the President and execu- private teachers in securing the necessary attention' to
tive committee, or before a board composed of one head theory, which it is now extremely difficult to get, espeexaminer and two assistant examiners, designated for the cially in cities. In short, it would be advantageous to
occasion by the President and executive committee.
all, both students and teachers, who care to have the
10. Every candidate whose papers may be rejected by quality of their work judged and tested according to its
a board containing two assistant examiners, shall have real value.
the right to appeal to the President of the College, who,
19. For this examination the fees should be a little
upon notice of sqph appeal, shall cause such papers to smaller than those of the "higher tests, and the board of
be examined and rated by two others of the head exam- examiners should always consist of one head examiner
iners in their proper department, whose rating shall be and two assistant examiners, in each department, espefinal. The demonstrative tests in their nature not afford- cially designated in each instance by the local section
ing papers susceptible of this easy reference to other itself. The conditions of impartiality and impersonality in
authority, shall be final according to the ratings of the these licentiate testa to be the same as those in the College
board actually hearing them, whether the members of examinsl^ons already existing. All candidates successsuch board be entirely head examiners or in part assist- fully passing the tests to have the right to use the initials
In case of rejection, the candidate, L. A. C. M., or Licentiate of the American College of
ant examiners.
being personally unknown to the examiners, has the Musicians, for authenticating their rank as musicians.
opportunity of presenting himself there or elsewhere
20. Licentiates should have the privilege of attending
upon a subsequent occasion, without prejudice.
the meetings of the local section of the College, except
.11. For examinations thus conducted the fees shall
when private business is pending. They would have no
remain the same as at present, until changed by the vob vote. They become eligible for associateship, of course,
of the College at its annual meeting. We recommend
inly after passing the proper tests.
however, that some equitable method be matured f<>
21. The full particulars of the licentiate degree should
remunerating the examiners for their time,
be determined with reference to its serving as the proper
12. Candidates passing the local examinations may standard of graduation for amateurs. 4
immediately become members of the local section of th<
W. S. B. Mathews,
College where they reside, by com plying with the by-laws,
J. C. FillmcTre.
and shall be duly elected members of the College itself
Clarence Eddy.
at the next annual meeting, or at the meeting then in
I do not share the opinion of vocal teachers in general
The diploma shall then be
progress, if there be one.

We

recommend that the examinations for
7. (2)
associsfceship be locally administered in all places having
local sections of the College of Musicians ; said examinations to be' conducted with the usual precautions
against personality, the same as in the College itself, by
the secretary of the local section.
make this recom;

-

;

1

;

;

-

issued by the secretary whenever the proper fees have
been paid.
for Fellowship may be
administered locally whenever there is a local section,
and resident members of the grade of master sufficiently
numerous to afford a proper examining board, as deter18.

The demonstrative

tests

mined by the President and Secretary of the College of
The theoretical
Musicians, in each case as it occurs.
papers and original compositions submitted shall be sent
for examination and rating to such examiners as shall be
designated by the President and Secretary, or as may be
decided by the entire board of examiners in each depart
ment concerning its own papers it being the intention
of this provision to lighten the work of all the examiners
by dividing it as far as possible, and yet to provide that
every paper, however eminent in ability, be referred to a
properly consider it.
committee competent
;

that the existing requirements are too severe for singers.

The sooner singers get back into the good old track,
when a singer was expected to be a musician in the same
sense as an instrumentalist, the better Ht will be for
musical taste and true

art.

I think, however, that the licentiate test here proit, will have to be passed at a
This would have the effect of stiffening the

posed; or something like
later time.

examination a little for the associateship test, which this
year at least, and last, I think also, was administertd a
little

too leniently, in respect to not demanding enough
way of sustained power of interpre-

of candidates in the
tation.

The examinations of candidates

this

year took

Now
only about half an hour each, upon the average.
PRELIMINARY, OR LICENTIATE TEST.
while it is perfectly true, as one of the examiners said,
14. Your committee is of opinion that it would be wise “that one does not have to drink a whole barrel of beer
therefore, that to establish a preparatory test, to be called “ licentiate””
in order to decide upon the quality,” a candidate is not
at least in the departments of pianoforte and organ.
of beer, but a lot of samples of different kinds
These tests should be somewhat easier than those of the a £> barrel"•“A.l
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opinion of this kind, but
est

slightest degree

I

when

do

I

only in the inter-

it

of the College and the public, and without in the very

hope

imputing carelessness to the examiners,

may be pardoned. There is one danger in
many of these young and immature musi-

I

admitting so
cians to full

membership

in the College, namely, that

not yet being musicians in the sense of having arrived at
full

powers of

be made use
down the standard, and
management of the Col-

reflection, they are liable to

of to forward schemes for letting
ultimately might even allow the

lege to be diverted from the control of the able and
- j
_ j
x
high-minded
educators who were instrumental in found-

y •

ing

..

it,

.

•

js

into the

hands of the popularity-seeking—-some-

what as we see already in the ease of the National AssoMusic Teachers, where the popular element

ciation of

outvotes the musicianly element in a pronounced man-

Whatever may be the outcome of the matter, the
ner.
American College of Musicians stands for the highest
ideal of musical education at present maintained in this

country.

study

form

it

Every teacher owes it
and understand it, and as

his teaching to

My Dear

his

to

usefulness to

far as possible to con-

W.

it.

Mathews.

B.

S.

Burlington, Vermont, July 30th, 1888.
Presser:

The Sherwood Summer School is a great success. The
way the thing came to be started was this Mr. Davis,
:

the Burlington pianist, and a few friends thought that it
would be a capital idea to have some lessons from Sherwood this summer, so they asked him if hTTwould come
Then it was
to the “ Queen City ” for a few weeks.
thought there might be a few more in this neighborhood who would like to avail themselves of the unusual
opportunity.
This naturally led to the putting of a card
in the musical papers, and this was ajfswered, to Mr.
Mr. SherDavis’ great surprise, by a large number.
wood tells me that at least fifty students are here for the
Of these some are piano,
five weeks beginning July 9th.
some organ and theory with Dr. Thayer, some vocal
with Mrs. Page-Thrower, of Montreal, and some violin
with Mr. Carl Maeder, of Pittsburgh. They represent

Oregon, Colorado, Wisconsin, Texas, Tennessee, Pennsylvania, New York, Vermont, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Canada.
Sherwood ought
to be proud of his ability to attract such a crowd of bright
and advanced music students. A friend of mine who is
in the habit of attending something like this summer
school every year, tells me that the average of this school
is higher, socially and musically, than any other he remembers.
You know people are surprised when they find
musicians behaving like other people, and I really believe
all here belong to that class who are favorably characterized as “ presentable.”
The work of the school has been in the line of private
lessons, recitals and an occasional lecture from Sher
wood
rood or Thayer. The rush of pupils was so unexpected that Sherwood. was unable to give the lectures he
had hope.d to give without injury to his health,
he
piano pupils thereupon generously gave a quarter-hour
irom their lessons weekly, and so obtained the benefit of
his masterly talks on technique and interpretation.
He
will also, at the end of the school, have given, ten recitals, covering the whole range of pianoforte literature,
and being of the greatest value to students as object lessons in every possible aspect of modern pianism. I need
not tell you how these programmes have been played.
Sherwood is a great artist. Praise can go no further.
In addition to the above we have had an interesting recital from Mr. Elliott, of Utica, and are promised one
from Mr. Clark, of Texas. Miss Hersey, of Oregon,
played the Weber-Liszt Polaeca, second piano by Sherwood, beautifully. We have had Miss Grace Sherwood’s
valuable assistance in much of the concerted music, and
Miss Elvira Hard, of Pittsburgh, played the Beethoven
Violin Sondta, No. 2 with Mr. Maeder very successfully.
I had the honor of giving a short lecture on the
“sonata form,” the illustrations being capitally performed by Mrs. Bush, of Montreal. There is a pupils’
recital later on, but I am sorry I can’t
an’t tell you who is
going to play. Dr. Thayer’s terse, quaint and epigrammatic style has been very attractive to
to'hhhpupils,
hia pupils, and his
instructions in theory and organ very
cery valuable.
Mrs.
Page-Thrower and Mr. Maeder have
ive placed us under
great obligations for their conscientious
ioiis work.
The former’s “From Mighty Kings” {Judas
ias Maccabeus),
and
7
A*. _
_
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the latter’s Kreuzt
snata, with Sherwoojfl, will long be
Jeasantly rememl
Jeasantl
d.
We have also had a very intel{igent mezzom
sopr
Miss Charlotte Robinson, from
al times.
She has
lecting songs, and a
it.
In mentioning
in
Denver,
)enver, Colorado, I
him
im as a lesser light.
light,
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It is a position wholly unnatural and ona not
but extremely" unlike that assumed by the hand
for any other purpose whatever (except
put his naiid
hand Mto
into
candid reader puthii
Let the cnnd’d
in scratching).
this semi-clutching appearance, and then, keeping it thus,
try to hold a knife ov -\ 'e :, or to button a garment, or
to smooth his hair, lift a chair, turn the leaves of a book,
The
or do anything requiring the aid of the hand.
absurdity is at once apparent, and the fact that only after
long and often painful practice one can. maintain this
abnormal, angular position and yek-play on a keyboard,
furnishes not the shadow of an argument in its favor.
Second. Depressing the back of the hand below the
level (even when the wrist is not noticeably raised)
seriously interferes with movements indispensable to
good pianism. Placing the hand in this position the
reader will at once recognize a constricted feeling just
at these depressed joints, as though they 'ere encircled
by a tightly drawn cord, wearying the whole hand and
impeding the action of the fingers. This, of course, is
for the more angles in the hand, the greater
inevitable
ai
muscles, and the consesinews and
the tension on the smews
powers. Indeed, tifls
na
Mozart 2, Mendelssohn 10, Chopin 23, Schumann 9, and quent diminution of their natural
din
cause of “weeping sinOf the great composers, I can recall only wretched position is the direct
Liszt 6.
’’
Brahms, Gade, Dvorak and Sgambati who have been ews 1’ more frequently than any other thing, unless it be
practice
I myself, early in my
I suppose, however, that the programmes are injudicious octave practice.
omitted.
fr
from
this cause that I feel it a
as comprehensive and catholic as the limitations of a musical studies, suffered so
When you consider that all of duty to warn every one against it. Even if no permaconcert would allow.
these compositions are important, and that a large pro- nently weakened joints result from practicing in this conportion are works of the largest size, concertos, sonatas strained position, great and wholly unnecessary fatigue
and the like, the greatness of the task Sherwood has so is its inseparable accompaniment. True, one can so
accustom one’s self even to this, that a sudden and
triumphantly accomplished is manifest.
to one much better may at first seem
I have always been skeptical as to the efficiency of unpracticed change
Summer Schools for musical “tetudy. I have supposed almost impossible but this is equally true of any habit,
sewing, etc. and the change
that one would do a little practicing and a good deal of as in walking, holding a pen,
dawdling in short, that these affairs amounted to noth- once made, the improvement once thoroughly learned in
But I must either of these, things, the advantage is at once felt,
ing at all, as far as genuine work goes.
This angular, cramped, position is so abnorThird
They are invaluable to
frankly own that I was wrong.
acquire than any other, and
teachers as a “brace-up ” for the following season’s mal that it is more difficult to
work. There has been a vast amount of hard work done hence more discouraging to every beginner as well as to
on a change of teachers, to
here these few weeks, with corresponding good results, those who are compelled,
That my present opinion is shared by many experienced adopt this in place of a better way already made habitual
Likewise, by hampering the moveteachers, is proved by the presence here of Mr. Austin, hy long practice.
unavoidably lessening the flexi*
Professor at Westminster College. New Wilmington, Pa.; merits of the fingers ana
position increases the di AlMr. Wilbur, of Providence, R. Lj Mr. Dewey, of Pres- bility of the whole hand, this
anddiscourages the student. I
ton Mr. Ernest Whyte, of Ottawa, and others whose culties of every lesson
ladies
an® gentlemen who, when they
names escape me just now. I hope Sherwood will make have taught young
came to me using this unreasonable position, were thorthe School a permanent thing.
convinced that 'certain forms of technique were
We are all very grateful to. Mr. C. W. Davis, of Bur- oughly convince
(earned
The school would beyond their attainment, but as soon as they had learned
lington for his unremitting attention.
of the hand, they
He habitually to avoid depressing the back ot
not have been so successful without his assistance.
ana to
nave suddenly made such progress, and
to. have
has been “ instant in season and out of season,” has seemed to
such freedom and ease and flexibility, that
acquf|>d sudrfreedom
rendered us aid in every possible way, and proved him- have acqu^pd
courage was equal to anything that lay in the direct
self not only a good musician, but in every sense of the their
aelight
delight
at
what
positive
seemed
Their
1
neir
hne of their work.
line
word a gentleman.
a sort of emancipation from bonds has been in itself a suffiYours,
cient proof of the correctness of the views I now express.
H. C. Macdougall.
I am sure no candid person will imagine that I even indiNothrectly advocate the decided arching of the hand.
The
ing could be further from my theory or practice.
LETTER FROM Ml. EMESY.
nearly level hand and wrist, level both laterally and longitudinally, is the position most favorable to flexibility,
Dear Mr. Presser
all
pianoforte
techtriad
of
tonic
the
and
strength,
agility
Among the many interesting subjects that have been nique, and any wide departure in either direction from
go ably treated in the columns of The Etude, one seems this position must prove detrimental to good execution.
to have been overlooked, the importance of which, in Other, and perhaps equally strong reasons against the
pianoforte playing, entitles it to most careful considera- scratching position could be adduced, but are not these
tion.
I refer to that position of the player’s hand which quite enough, with nothing in its favor ? And no teacher
depresses the joints below the level, thus producing an who is guided by a sense of right and wrong, who teaches
upper concave surface instead of a convex. In the fre- as conscientiously as be would perform any religious duty,
quent and often unavoidable changes of pupils from one will let hie pride keep him from any change in his method
teacher to another, I every year receive several, coming of teaching that may commend itself to his best judg»
from teachers of reputed ability, who have been taught orient, and tend to the best and most permanent ad vanceto hold their hands in a position indicated by the follow- ment of those who confide so implicitly in ms mstruc-

colored view of our School not a bit of it. If you were
here you’d agree with every word. The musical success
has had a corresponding social harmony. There have
been causes for annoyance, to be sure, as there will be
inevitably in any company of fifty people anywhere short
of the celestial regions, but things disagreeable have been
ignored or not brought to the front. To the excursions
on Lake Champlain, are to be credited many happy and
Burlington may be concisely dehealth-giving hours.
scribed as a very beautiful city, cool in Summer, peopled
by most cultured and hospitable people, and a very
desirable centre for the Summer tourist.
I don’t want to be a bore, but it would be simply un:
u8t to all concerned to’ omit more detailed reference to
•«
i
...
r
ii.
r
a „ 1 ^
the recital programmes. I enclose them for you to look
at carefully, but I think even that will fail to show their
There are 58
colossal size so well as a brief summary.
composers and 144 works. The old Masters and Moderns (European), are represented by 29 composers and
105 works and the native and foreign-born American
Of the
composers, by 29 composers and 39 works.
more prominent composers, Bach has 13, Beethoven 9,
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This is the position likewise carefully represented and
taught in several instruction books of wide circulation,
and endorsed by, presumably, some of the best authoriIn support of this position of the
tide among pianists.
hand and fingers, I have never yet heard any one even
attempt to give any reason, good, bad or indifferent,
although I have asked concerning this of every one whom
I have ever met who taught or practiced it.
And just
here it should be prominently observed as a very general
rule that has but few exceptions, that those who leach it
it, and this glaring inconsistency natursuspicion regarding its practicability and
propriety.
In the apparent absence of anything in its
favor, there is on the other hand so much against it as
to call for its speedy and entire abandonment.
Some of
t objections 0

do not practice
ally exciteB

a

-
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truly youra,

Stephen A, Emery.
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so fully convinced of
the value of musical analysis, that I wish some one would
suggest a system of punctuation which would define the
sub-sections, the sections and the sentence in music as
the comma, the semi-colon and period define similar dis-

Musical Punctuation.
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First.

slightly,

when employed

I

The double bar used by.Schutinctions in literature.
this
mann to mark the end of the sentence was a step
Unty such a system is in use no real knowldirection.
e(jg e 0 f formal construction is possible to the average

m
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student.

We
Richard Welton.

no more tasty bit of musical com
than “Bubbling Brook,” by Wifsqo G. Smith,
published in The Etude. It can be had in she

There

is

The piece is bright, devoid of
price 80 befits.
nical tricks, and yet of great value as a seachinj
ft is just Buch a piece that is always welcome
Ask
popularit
and listener. It is worthy of extended popularity.
orr send to ius for it.
your music dealer to order it for you, Oi
(

I

sly to
entirely

he level of trade,
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MUSICAL ITEMS.
[All matte? intended
Intel
for this Department should be addressed to
Jfrs. Helen D.
0. Trktbar,
Ti
Box 2920, New York City.]
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Mr. Whitney Mockridge
Musin Concert Company next
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Moritz Rosenthal, a Vienna piano virtuoso, will
pay America a visit next autumn.
MmS. Pauline 'L’Allemand will be a member of the
Boston Ideal Opera Company next season.
Emma Juoh, Teresa Carreno, Hope Glenn and Leopold Licbtenberg have formed a concert company.
Miss Emma Thursby will sing in this country again
next fall. She will appear in Troy next October.
Chicago is to open her new Auditorium in the fall
with Italian opera, with Mr. Gye as contractor and Mrs.
Albani-Gye as star.
The Theodore Thomas summer night concert season
was opened in Chicago early in July. The Exposition
•

*

be the tenor of the
winter.
T^e first concert

will

be given In Boston on August 10th.

The Kentucky State Music Teacher’s Association met
at Covington on July 10th, 11th and 12th. Piano recitals
_ were given by Messrs. Andres, Doerner and Schneider.
Mr. RicnARD Burmeisteb, of Baltimore, played his
own pianoforte concerto at a Seidl concert at Brighton
Beach. It was pronounced beautiful music and well
played.

I

Mmb. Camilla Urso, violinist, Miss Phil a Griffin,
soprano, Messrs. L. Miller, tenor, H. G. Hopper, pianand J. A. Libbey, baritone, compose the Camilla
Urso Concert Company.

ist,

^ Miss Gussie

of the composer Balfe has just died, in her the gentleness pervading the phrase, and rest satisfied
was a Hungarian, and distinguished when this is evinced in pupil’s playing. Do not touch
upon fingering or legato. When the phrase can be reThe Handel festival, at Crystal Palace, London, at- produced in the spirit that you gave it, use instead of
tracted 22,600 listeners, with performance of “The. Mes- words, the scale numbers, 1, 3, 2, 2, 1 ; and by questions
awaken consciousness that the tune ends os 1 ; that the
siah,” on June 25th.
Jk,
motion comes to rest on 1 hence, 1 is the home tone to
Nessler’s “Trumpeter of Sackingen ” proved one of which the others lead. If you choose, use also the sylthe most popular operas in the repertoire of Vienna, as lables or singing names, do, mi, re, re, do.
Then give
well as of
of Berlin last winter.
the pitch names, g, b, a. a, g or other key. Afterward
Ernst Szemelengi, the Hungarian pianist and com- speak of the necessity for pictures of these sounds, and.
poser, died at Baltimore, on March 1st, aged sixty-four showing the place of 1 on the staff, let child make his own
years.
He wrote an opera entitled “The Republicans.” representation of the others. This will often be correct.
As soon as these points—-the thing heard, the name
Joseph Haydn wrote his first quartette in the castle
of Weinzierl, Austria. This edifice has just been decor- of the thing, the sign of the thing—-are gained, awakes
ated with a tablet commemorating his residence there the perception of the same phrase in a different key.
Make the pupil use, through the sense of hearing,
from 1757-69.
his powers of comparison.
As a study at home give the
Little Otto Hegner has closed his London, Eng.
finding of the phrase in as many places as possible, with
season, and is at present at Basle studying under Hans
attention to its gentle spirit
This work can be carried
Huber, with a view to increasing Ms repertory for future
through all musical effects, melody, time, legato, phrastriumphs.
ing, dynamics, etc., etc.
The “ Fairies,” Wagner’s first opera, was produced at
Now, what has the pupil
du
gained? Awakened percepMunich for the first time on June 29th. It was written tion, comparison, judgment. These have been used with
It bears evidence of the influence of Weber concentrated
in 1833.
force.
Imagination and memory have also
and Beethoven.
been taxed so that beside the fixing of the tonic prinUnder the auspices and protection of the Sultan, a ciple, and a beginning of technique in its highest aspect,
concert was recently given at Constantinople, resulting (“The molding of touch, tone, and the more sensitive
in the sum of 25,000 marks, for the benefit of the inun- side of the pianist’s nature,” W, Lauder, in Etude of
dated in Germany.
April, ’88), you have aroused the faculties necessary for
The Bayreuth performances began on July 22d with success in all kinds of study. This plan of ear training
“Parsifal,” and will continue, alternating with “Die was told the writer by Mr. C. B. Cady, of Ann Arbor
Meistersinger,” until August 19th.
Richter and Mottl University, a teacher whose work is based on the soundest educational principles, and whose aim, as numbers
are the conductors.
of his pupils will testify, is to make the study of music
During the winter, from September to April, Rubinone means of strengthening the whole man, and making
stein has been giving pianoforte recitals twice a week
him a fitter temple of the Divine.
before the pupils of the St. Petersburg!} conservatory.
J. Large.
His repertoire embraced 1302 compositions by 79 comeightieth year. She
as an opera singer.

’

i

;

E. Shryock, a pianist and one of Carl
V. Laehmund’s pupils, gave a recital in Minneapolis. posers.
The programme ranged from Bach and Beethoven, to
Ernst Mendelssohn Bartholdy, the great composer’s
Chopin, Grieg, Raff and Liszt.
nephew, has sent the autograph manuscript of BeetMr. Adolph Neuendorff has succeeded Mr. Kneisel hoven’s “ Fidelio ”
” and “Septel,” and of Mendelssohn’s
as the conductor of -the Boston Music Hall Promenade “King CEdipuB ” and “114th Psalm,” to the Bologna
His first programme included ‘‘Romance,” Exposition.
Concerts.
from Suite No. 1, for orchestra, H. W. Nicholl.
Ovide Musin gave a concert in London, Eng., at which
Dr. Eugene Thayer, whose thirty years’ experience Mr. Walter Bamrosch was the orchestral conductor.
covers the entire ground of music, proposes to assist the Musin’s “Caprice” enjoyed an immense success. This
young teachers of the United States by giving lessons in favorite violinist also played Dr. Damrosch’s “ Serenthe Art of Teaching by correspondence. See Ms card in ade ” for violin.
another column.
Carlos Sobrino, the New York pianist, has been
A young violinist. Master Amadeo von der Hoy a, playing the Saint-Saens G minor and Rubinstein E
made his debut with the Seidl Orchestra at Brighton minor concertos at Madrid. He also contemplates takBeach, on July 7th. He is in his 15th year, a native of ing part in' a concerto at San Sebastian, with Sarasati
Stuttgart, and a pupil of Joachim jpfrtd Sauret.
He and Gayarre, the tenor, during the summer.
played the Mendelssohn concerto.
At the tenth anniversary performance of “Carmen,”
At the commencement exercises of the American Con- at Covent Garden, Mme. Minnie Hank, the “Carmen”
servatory of music, Chicago, J. J. Hattstaedt, director, of the evening, was presented with a wreath of laurel
the selections performed included
Homage it Haen- and oak leaves in solid gold. Mme. Bizet, the compo“ Concertstuck,” Weber, and Rondo,
del,” Moscheles
ser’s wife, was among the subscribers to this testimonial.
for two pianos, Chopin
Concerto, No. 7, for violin, De
The Berlin Philharmonic Society’s popular concerts
Beriot, and numerous vocal solos.
numbered 83 during the past winter. At these performA musicals was given by the pupfls of Mr. E. A. Bon- ances
28 symphonies, 15 pianoforte concertos, 10 violin
elli, of San Francisco, at which. Liszt's- “ Rigoletto,”
concertos and 3 violoncello concertos were heard.
“Fantasia” and “ Cpnpaoeila,” Weber’s “ Perpetuum
Tschaikowsky, the Russian composer, figured in these
Mobile,” Chopin’s Valse, Op. 64, No. 1, Mendelssohn’s
concerts as conductor, and the author of an overture,
Op. 80, No. 8 were performed. Among those who most
a piano concerto and a violin concerto. Among the
distinguished themselves were Miss M. Weeks and C.
pianists who appeared were Y. Billow, d’ Albert, RumBowes and Mr. Charles Rogers. Prof. Bonelli is an
tael, Friedheim, and SMoti.
advocate of the ring finger operation, and most of the
pupils furnished practical examples of his theory.

:

The time is nearing when teachers will return from
the mountains and the seaside and take their accustomed
position at the side of the pupil.
The pupil also will resume the task of unfolding the mysteries of music. The
noise of scale practice and the monotonous 1 and 2 and,
etc., will soon be heard throughout the land.
Teachers
about this time are deciding about music for the coming
We have unusual Inducements to offer this year.
year.
We have purchased almost the entire stock of Martens
Bros., New York.
This firm was one of the oldest importing houses in the United States. They carried a
stock of imported music which was only exceeded by
one or two houses in the country, and we have by this
purchaswlaid in a stock of nearly 500 feet of solid music
and an immense quantity of books, which will enable us
to fill orders with greater facility.
propose to give
the profession all the possible benefit of this purchase by
culling from the stock all suitable music for teaching,
and sending closely selected packages of the same to our
This music can be retained daring the
patrons, on sale.
school year and remittance made at Christmas and at the
We are convinced that it is best to
close of the year.
send out only the good things on sale. Only the best of
our own publications will be sent out, including studies,
We have prepared a circular giving full information
etc.
regarding music on sale, which will be sent on application.
To those who wish to know more of our arrangements, this circular will interest them.
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In this issue we publish but two pieces, but they are
choice.
The Spring Fancies will be found attractive for
salon or study.
It is one of those pieces that fosters a
FOREIGN,
The price in sheet form
taste for the purely classical.
is 40 cents.
Sir Arthur Sullivan is engaged in setting music to
Repos d’ Amour of Henselt is a delicate, loose duet,
Shakespeare’s “Macbeth.”
The suggestion of Mr. Mathews in the July Etude, that
requiring
considerable
taste
for
its execution, although
Mr. Max Yog rich has been playing Schumann with teachers discuss the question of ear training, is the
yet it will require closer study
less difficult technically
apology for this paper,
*
great success in London, Eng.
thorough education in the Tonic Sol-Fa system, will to play properly than Spring Fancies. The price of this
Miss Amy Sherwin is giving a season of English
It is not generally
train the ear to recognize and write all melodic and har- piece in sheet form is 80 cents.
opera at the Melbourne opera house.
monic successions, besides aiding the student directly in understood that all the music published in Thk Etude
The waltz “ Alice,” in last
can, be had in sheet form.
TttitlXA. Ina has been studying Bach under
assart comprehending the emotional content of a composition
in Paris, and is now residing in Berlin.
but to the piano teacher come pupils who have studied issue, is bound to be quite a favorite in the parlor, sad
Karl Klindworth has' refbsed the. offer of a profes- the staff notation for years, as well as those who are if copies are desired in sheet form they can be had for
sorship at the Pesth, Hungary, conservatory.
reading music from the staff at school- The question 60 cents each.
The copies of Beethoven’s Symphonies for four hands,
Delibes contemplates writing a new opera. Its title then arises, how cap this knowledge be utilized, and the.
content of a key be imparted at the same time ? The offered in last issue, are all sold, but in our next issue we
will be “ OsssiaL” the libretto to be by Meilhac.
following answer may be found useful. Given a pupil shall be prepared to offer to our readers a list of good
In her London concerts, Frau Sophie Mentor was
from
inIn these special offers
training,
but
things
in music at special rates.
who has had some public school
heard chiefly in Livt and Tansig transcriptions
attention or other cause has failed to observe the tonic
Mr, Oarrodus,
xrodus, the London^
London violinist, possesses
posse
the principle.
*
a —.a
i
ri,
Strad I vi
riolii own A and a ed i
Pi gai in ,
Let the teacher play and sing a short phrase
d, m, among oar patrons for representing things ju
The 1 ssian Opera Company opened its season at Man- r, r, d with words ; “ Gently falling snow,” or any- arc. and whenever there are special inducemen
‘
4 Ik
A
confidence may be placed in the annom
tester.
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NEW PUBLICATIONS

chapter is devoted to Schubert, one to Hecof.
and three to Richard Wagner. These are not
merely character sketches, but more properly short
essays of a didactic character. They do indeed present
interesting biographical glimpses, but they are particularly valuable for the masterly analyses of ihe composers’
The chapters on
principal works which they Contain.
Wagner are perhaps the most delightful chapters in the
use

tor Berlioz

Whitney &

Co., Detroit, Mich.
1.
heart, my heart,” J. B. Campbell.
Published by John Church Co., Cincinnati, 0.
2. “Sailing on the sea,” J. B. Campbell.
3. “Second thoughts are best,” J. B. Campbell.
4. “The lady that I love,” J. B. Campbell.
5. “ When Jack is tall and twenty,” J. B. Campbell.
6. “Thou’rf. like unto a floweret,” J. B. Campbell.
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Published by J. H. Rogers, Cleveland, 0.
7. “Sleep, baby, sleep,” J. B. Campbell.
8. “Entreaty,” W. G. Smith.
9. “Babyland,” W. G. Smith.

in this list the largest number are
This composer, in respect to beauty

named

by Mr. Campbell.
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be taught, tbuch itself by no means. It lies deeper and
may be found in the physico mental Dature of the person.
Out of the finger tip that strikes the key,’ and
thereby causes the string to vibrate, the soul speaks.”
It is, then, of the greatest importance that the pupil
shall ever have in his mind an ideal standard of a
musical tone that be is ever seeking to reproduce.
good, full tone of musical quality is not only the result
of technical development, but also of cultivation of the
sense of the beautiful.
The term quality is defined as “ that peculiar character-
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the songs

'

human voice.” Variations of quality are also due to
upon in popular style.
the manner in which the performer treats his instrument.
There are several other excellent chapters in this work
indeed, the above-mentioned chapters do not constitute H. Sattler says “the first duty of an executant artist
half of the volume, but space does not permit mention of is to acquire an exact knowledge of the construction
each one in detail. Special mention should be made of of his tone organ, voice or instrument.” After this
Chapters YII and X. The former has for its title knowledge has been gained, an artist will avoid forcing
“Theory of Piano Teaching,” in which, among other from his organ qualities of tone that are unsympathetic.
practical knowledge of his instrument and of the
valuable things, Mr. Mathews presents several practical
courses of piano study as employed by so many eminent fundamental principles of acoustics are certainly very
composers. The tenth chapter is devoted to the discus- important to the student generally, this branch of the
“
large
Music.”
Self
Culture
in
study
is entir§jy neglected.
of
subject
sion of the
circulation may be safely predicted for this deserving
PITCH, QUALITY AND INTENSITY.
book.

“ At parting,” Jas. H. Rogers.
“ Requiescat,” Jas. H. Rogers.
12. “ The night we said good bye,” Edw. Campion.
13. “A Tryst,” Edward Campion.
14. “ S6r6nade, a la mandoline,” Fredk. Hylmar.
Published by Schuberth <fc Co.. New York.
15. “ Evening revery,” Gustav L. Becker.
10.

11.

Of

They are crowded

full of valuable information,
legendary, biographical and philosophical.
“ Tannh'auser,”
“ Rienzi,”
-'he Flying. Dutchman,”
“ Lohengrin,” “ Tristan and Isolde,” “ The Niebelungen
Ring” and “ Parsifal” are all analyzed and commented

book.
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and grace of melody, naturalness of harmony and adaptedness of musical to poetic contents, takes high rank
in these songs, though at times there are lapses into
OF MUSIC. By
The essential characteristics of tone are pitch, quality
8.
commonplace progressions, and now and then more senH. Sherwood Viking. Published by Theodore Pres- and intensity. The term pitch is derived from the Latin
timentality than elevation in style. The charms revealed
word pix, a point or degree of height or depth. Pitch
ser, Philadelphia.”
in his compositions far overbalance, however, minor
This is a neat little volume, convenient and well depends upon the rapidity of the vibrations of sounding
weaknesses in point of style and progression. He is arranged. It answers many questions concerning the bodies. The quicker the vibrations ihe higher the pitch,
uniformly correct and scholarly in his use of musical rudiments of music. It is a useful primer, containing, and vice versa.
When sounding strings differ in length
means, which is saying not a little.
as it does, just the rudimentary information concerning only, the shorter the string the higher the pitch ; when
In Nos. 7 and 8 we have a composer whose work we
tones, notation, measure, the scales, signs and embel- they differ in thickness only, the smaller the string the
have before commended. These are simple, effective lishments, and the musical terms in general use, that higher the pitch when they differ in tension only, the
songs, of which the second named contains the most
every pupil ought to learn at the very beginning of his greater the tension the higher the pitch.
characteristic features.
In the piano the strings are set vibrating by blows from
To any one who needs just such & conmusical career.
The songs by J. H. Rogers, who is also the publisher, venient little handbook this volume will be very accept- hammers, which are covered with felt and made to rise
are interesting because of broad phrasing and contrasts
and fall by means of the keys with which they are conable.
Both songs are of elevated and charming
of style.
The dampers, which are also covered with felt,
FASCINATING BOOK.
nected.
character.
are connected with the keys and rest upon the strings.
SONGS FOR
The “ Tryst” reminds one of Arthur Sullivan without PLAYS
FAMILY. ^Published by Theodore Presser, Phila- They rise when the key falls, leaving the string free to
borrowing from him. Its content js noble, its melody
the key rises the damper falls upon the string,
vibrate
as
delphia.
No. 12, by the sam&^fconSposer, is a
strong and broad.
Here are eighty-two little songs for children. They acting as a check to stop all vibration. Therefore, in
good, expressive song.
order to produce a clear, ringing and prolonged tone, the
suited
to
children’s,
tastes,
and
precisely
all
simple
are
Nos. 14 and 15 are for piano. The first named is a
finger must press each key firmly, in order to prevent the
No. 15 has both in words and music. One novel feature of the book
characteristic piece, with original motives.
that in connection with almost every song there is dampers from falling prematurely.
a well elaborated first subject with a short rhythmic fig- is,
described
in which the children
kind
of
game
some
“
with
lyrical
second
subject
a
and
broader,
more
ure,
a
THE “ACTION ” Af THE PIANO.
Of the engage while singing. It is just the thing for kindercapella ” interludes, both of medium difficulty.
furnish endless enjoyThe action is the regulated mechanism of keys, hamsongs all are for medium voice, except No. 4, which is garten schools, and would surely
The editions are ment in any house where there are music-loving and fun- mers, dampers, and everything connected with thesefor bass, and No. 13, for contralto.
loving children. These songs and plays are all trans- Rimbault says, “ The action is the moving part, and upon
c. p. h.
uniformly goud.
lated from the German and revised by a practical kinder- its capability to speak the will or mind of the player depends its excellence.” The action requires that the keys
gartner.
shall fall to their full depth with just the required force
BOOKS.
and pressure brought to bear upon them. S. Thalberg
[For The Etude.]
1. LESSONS
IN MUSICAL HISTORY. By John
says, “ Between the mind of the player that conceives
Comfort Fillmore, author of “ History of Piano
TONE.
and the string that expresses by its sound the conception
Music,” “ New Lessons in Harmony,” etc. Theo.
there is a double mechanical action, one belonging to
Presser, Philadelphia.
BY H. SHERWOOD VINING.
the player in his fingers and wrists, the other to the piano
It has not been many years since the first American
It is
in the parts which put the strings in motion.”
history of music appeared. The interest being once
“ By study alone we learn how to see,” is the motto necessary that the fingers gain supple, regulated movearoused, many useful books of somewhat the same gen- very pertinently applied by N. d’ Anvers to the, study of ments, and acquire perfect control over every degree of
eral character were forthcoming.
American musicians the art of painung and sculpture; it may be as fitting to force or delicacy, and when strength, elasticity, agility,
have determined not to continue longer where they have say in connection with the art of tones, by Btudy alone and control are attained, the shading of all the varied
hitherto been content to rest.
They are not willing that we learn how to listen.
tonal effects may be produced at will.
Germany shall forever lead the great procession of
Merely learning to finger the keys of the pianoforte
In the piano each tone is produced by two, sometimes
humanity in musical intelligence and scholarship.- There without due attention to the tones produced and their
three strings of the same length, thickness and tension,
has been a growing demand in all our institutions of character, cannot be called studying music. The prac- which are tuned in unison. If the unison is not perfect,
learning where music is taught, and in every private tice of listening critically to tones, heard singly and in
the tone becomes harsh and grating. Pianos are so comclass, as well as among individual students of music combination, judging of them as to pitch, quality and
monly allowed to remain out of tune that this unpleasant
everywhere, for some concise and well-written text-book tone relationship, cannot be too strongly urged upon the
effect is often thought to be a defect in the piano, the
on the subject of musical history. Surely the demand student, since it is the best means of developing musical
cause and simple remedy not being generally understood.
will be satisfactorily met in this
new book of Mr. hearing and cultivating musical taste.
Fillmore’s.
It is needless to discuss other books which
SYMPATHETIC VIBRATION.
In order to obtain tones of a musical quality from any
treat the same
subject.
Some of them are valuable instrument, it is necessary that the touch or action of
Another phenomenon of sound is that vibrations are
in many respects, and they have accomplished a noble the fingers upon the keys shall be sympathetic and permission.
But Mr. Fillmore’s new book will prove to be fectly controlled, acting as a perfect medium for expres- transmitted from one sounding body to another; any
exactly what the student needs it is a text-book, clear sion, and that the instrument shall be in tune and other- object capable of producing a certain tone will vibrate
sympathetically or by resonance whenever that tone viin literary ssyle, accurate in statement, interesting in its wise in perfect order.
The term resonance is from
brates in its neighborhood.
details, and instructive in every way.
It compasses the
The quality of tone obtained by a performer is a
whole field of musical history from the time of the early most important test from a musical standpoint, and the Latin resonantia an echo or reverberation of sound.
Grecians to the present day. To each lesson is appended differs essentially in different individuals. “Touch is The Germans use the word mitschwingung for resonance,
“ It is a very well-known
a list of questions which will prove useful and helpful to the person himself.” The eminent pianist 8. Thalberg the word meaning co- vibration.
in music, that when one stringed instrument
teachers and students.
says:
“No two players have the same mechanical experiment
in the
is struck and another in tune with it is held ii
e hand, it
.TO
MUSIC. Vol. II. By action in their fingers or produce the same tones, and will be felt to tremble in all its solid parts,
2.
d one in
W. S. B. Mathews. Published by Theodore Presser, the difference in the style and degrees of excellence of strument being sounded another will respoi
die same
cause.”
more
than
any
other
A
Philadelphia.
pianists is
owing to this
to
man fissel
tone if in tune with it; thus doth tb* frame
Mr. Mathews won an enviable distinction as a writer resident musician has said that he can recognize the
stmnaent
and answer to instruments of• piusic, as on
i.
iL ...
TT
„
on musical subjects long before the first volume of the touch of any artist whose playing he is familiar with,
ations of
another.”
answers to
above work appeared. As a contributor to Dwight’s and without seeing the person he can name the player.
sound induce a sympi letic vibration on ever nerve in
Journal of Music, he was known many years ago to the It is evident that the object in view of the student, while
the body,” and further, “ Sound awakes directly a pecuthinking portion of the musical public. Vol. 1 of How developing his touch and execution generally, should be
liar rhythm ©^nervous wave motion, which is the physto Understand Music opened a new field of thought to obtain the best tone quality within his power. If the
feeling.”
This susceptibility
ical vehicle for a peculiar feeling,
The subjects treated, whiife exceedingly end and aim shall be to gain only rapidity and smooth- of the human mind is expressed
for thousands.
important, were entirely new to many, while the method ness, a hard, mechanical touch is likely to be the result
the following beautiful lines:
“
It
is
said
that
what
makes
the
pianist
to
all.
of
his
labors.
of treatment was a revelation
“ There la in aoula a sympathy
The second volume is even better than the first, contain- is his touch. At a first glance, touch seems the result
ing more that is practically useful. Not quite so much space of mechanical labor, of a lever aetlon. If this were the
But this is
is devoted to metaphysical speculation, but more to the case, touch might be taught and acquired.
kind of knowledge that nractical musicians can make not so. The mechanical conditions of touch alone can
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note in the corresponding group of two will be should be inclined toward the side of the important note.
the only notes struck together.
99. Why not dissolve the two parts from the
Why
practice
with
this
inequality
first?
VI.
when the desired result is perfect equality ? THE INTERPRETATION OF N0TES OF EMBELBy H. PARENT.
Equality in the combination of two notes
LISHMENT,
THE
APPOGGIATURA,
'-GRACE
(Traittlated from the French by M. A. Biers tadt.)
with three is difficult to acquire in a slow
NOTE, THE MORDENT, THE TURN AND THE
movement. Besides, if the pupil attempts to
TRILL.
What
well
to
prac98.
further exercises is it
make the two parts independent of one another
104. What is the appoggiatura f
tiee ?
during the slow period of practice, he falls inThe appoggiatura (from the Italian appogIt is advisable to practice the fingering by
voluntarily into a series of syncopations that
giare, to sustain), is a combination of two conSubstitution in all possible combinations. Then
impair the equality without destroying it, and
nected notes of which the first is accidental, and
double substitution, that is, changing the fingers
render a satisfactory result quite impossible.
the second essential.*
The appoggiatura may
on two notes at once.
100. How should passages be practiced that be long or short.
In the classical editions
Example:
contain triplets to be played with groups
reviewed by Le Couppey and Marmontel, short
54
_C2_
of four ordinary notes ?
appoggiaturas are marked with bars; the long
It is necessary to study the hands separately
ones are not.
5
li
-fa
until the passage can be played in the proper
105. How is the short appoggiatura played?
The fingering for simple substitution may be movement, to make only the first note of the
The short appoggiatura is played rapidly,
adapted to the scales and arpeggios, and those triplet and the first note of the group of four
whatever be the value of the essential note that
for double substitution to the scales in thirds and correspond
not to be concerned about the follows it;
;
theftime given to this small note, is
to arpeggios in double notes.
bringing together of the others, only let each to be taken from that of
the large.
In a slow
Exercises for acquiring precision should be group be distinct in itself finally, to accustom
;
movement the short appoggiatura should lose
studied in all keys.
the ear to the comparative movement of the two a little of its rapidity, and
partake of the genExample
rhythms, exercising each hand separately before eral character of the piece..
_g§p»
43.
uniting them.
106. How should the long appoggiatura be
101. How is equality obtained in all other
done ?
’•ggt
a
combinations of notes irregularly disThere is no fixed rule on .this point; genertributed ?
Changes
hands applied to scales and
ally, however, one-half of the value of the note
In the preceding manner ; practice the hands that follows it is given to the long appoggiaarpeggios.
separately until the passage can be done in the tura
Example
two-thirds or a third of the principal
;
proper tempo, then study alternately each hand note, if the latter is dotted.
alone, and the hands together.
Moreover, the small note retarding the essen102. \%fhy in piano music is sometimes a sin- tial note, shows in the measure the place that
gle stem employed to unite several notes the latter occupies with reference to
and also various other exercises that are
the other
placed over one another, sometimes as parts, and ought consequently to be played with
suggested either by the pieces that are being
many stems as notes, and sometimes two all the notes that correspond to this real note.
played or by the collection of exercises in use.
stems for a single note ?
97. When a pupil can only devote a limited
Example
single stem is used to unite several notes
amount of time to the mechanical exerL.
placed over one another when the notes are of
cises , which ones ought to he selected?
PJayed
hi.
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f?r

the same value, and the same importance in
J
sound, so that they may be regarded as belong107. In the ordinary editions , when the grace
ing to the same part.
notes may be sometimes crossed with
When the notes are not of equal value or
bars and sometimes not, how is the charimportance in sound, then as many stems as
acter
of the appoggiaturas to be ascernotes are required, so that they must be contained ?
sidered belonging to parts independent of one
There
is no absolute- rule ; taste, experience
*
fingers.
another. In such instances it becomes necessary
and musical feeling must direct the execution of
2. The holding of notes for independence of to separate these different parts to make each
them. However, experience demonstrates that
the fingers.
distinct.
the appoggiatura is generally long when it is

In this case the pupil is recommended to
.devote nearly two- thirds of his time t(f the study
of those exercises that are called fundamental
and these should be practiced regularly every
day.
These include
1. The equalization of the fourth and fifth

-

4.

The
The

5.

Thirds.

3.

scales.

•

Y

Example

:

added

fel:

Either to a group of notes of unequal value,
and of uneven number (it serves then to equal-

The trill.
The other exercises should be gone through
6.

ize the group).

Example:—

with -by turns during the remaining third of
the time given to mechanism.

Two
V.

when

SOME SPECIAL DIFFICULTIES.

time.

stems are employed for a single note

this note figures in the parts at the

In a song

it

same

should be written double,

rtayed
.

Or to an isolated
Example

note of a theme.

:

-In piano
voices.
should passages be practiced con and sung'' by two different
indicate the two parts
taining groups of triplets to be played music it is sufficient to
Played
stem.
double
a
together with groups of two ordin ary notes, by
Example:
with a view to their equality f
The appoggiatura is ordinarily short when it
It is well during the first period of practice,
is added to a group of notes of even number.
to maintain a perfect equality in the triplet part,
Example :
to make the first and third notes ofthe triplet
I
correspond with the two ordinary notes in the
103. When a note of a theme, and one or
other part, without regard to the inequality
more notes of accompaniment are to be
that must result in the latter.
played with the same hand and simultaIt is always short when added to a triplet.
Example:
l
neously, how must they be struck so as
It may be short also, but more rarely when
to observe their proportionate sonority f
j> J
j>
preceding an isolated note; taste in this case
J~3 S~}
J
The note of the theme must be struck by the
decides the question.
£LCJ*
action of the hand and the forearm (the latter
* The music of the ancient harpsichord players
As soon is the passage can be executed in this perfectly flexible), and the notes of the accom- filled
Hayden, Mos&rt and
with little grace notes.
way, the two parts must be dissolved, as it were; paniment by theaction ofthe fingers. The hand Clementi ha?© reduced them to the five kinds ham
WBHm
des*;-' >ed.
the first note of the triplet group and the first
1 Stephen ‘Reiter, Op. 4?
Haydn sonata in E flat.

98.

How

ptes

—

,

r

—

arpeggios.
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“THE NEGLECT OF EAR TRAINING”

Scales (I suppose scale tones too), 200 exerthe different kinds of measures (surely an
important feature of the book), motives, phrases, sections
and periods. All these exercises have been written in
order to help to strengthen the musical memory, to teach
ferent

:

ical Dictation,

A

Practical Guide for Musical Students,”

a manner which proves that he. read

in

In

superficially.

fact,

my book most

ant.

years

;

'

I

•

;

the vacillating tenor of the whole

makes one doubt as to whether Mr. Mathews has
on the subject of which he talks in such

article

any

eat of the pupil is not only kept alive, but always expect-

Although the method has been tested fully .thirty'
it is in no sense old fashioned
all obsolete studies
and pieces having been weeded out and supplemented by
others from the best modern writers.
There will soon
students to think musically, to become able to write down be published a circular of recommendations from those
correctly all they are able to play or sing correctly by teachers who have tried the plan, fend it will be seen to
heart in this way the musical sense becomes sharpened, include many of the foremost music teachers in all parts
the more delicate shades of time, rhythm, the cut of the of the country. I hold the plan to be entirely foolish for
melodic motive and its expansion into phrases and periods, any who desire to become soloists. Such a atuden^must
he must see with his eyes and
will be impressed upon the mind more vividly and more have personal instruction
cises in

j

Editor Etude
Mr. W. S. B. Mathews, in his article on “The Neglect
of Ear Training,” which appeared in the July number of
the Etude, speaks §f my lately published work, “ Mus-

definite idea

;

a garrulous strain.^

hear with his ears jnst

distinctly.

how

it

done.

is

Equally foolish

would lead me too far to point out all the fallacies
My sapient critic, to quote one more of his curious seems to me the attempt to give vocal instruction in this
Mr. M. has, from ignorance of the matter, managed to phrases, says that my exercises should be preceded by way; as the teacher cannot, by any possibility; know
get into the above article, regarding the method and other ones “ to the exact perception of them and the habit whether the pupil is using his throat rightly (producing
It

.r|i

.

,

my

He

down in a notation capable of representing tones properly) or not. Guilmette's Breathing Exerexercise, No. 80, page 80 of my book, cannot, by anybody, exactly so much as belongs to the musical perception as cises and Sieber’s Vocal Technics (forming together she
be written down from dictation. Perhaps Mr. Mathews such, and no more.” I do not remember of having given, best vocal method in existence) can be sent, but the rest
cannot do it in fact I believe that he cannot do it, even anywhere in my book, directions to write down matter must be trusted to the fidelity and discretion of the stu-

scope of

book.

of writing them

naively thinks that the simple

;

the time signature were given out before

if

dictation.

But, provided the passage be played with the

different

from that given by dictation, or to give more dent.

I

am

well aware that years ago I wrote

and said

i

much again.it lessons by correspondence. The experiThe ence of the last few years has, however, shown the posi-

than the dictation, a feat of which even Mr. M,, with his

careful

observation of the metrical accents proper to quadruple

overcharged pyrotechnic fancy, would be incapable.

(|) time, musical students of average talent, having exercises, as successively introduced in my “Musical
mastered the preceding exercises, as given in my book, Dictation,” are to be written down in a notation exactly
(by the way, my book has not been written to be read representing the dictated passage and no more; they are
backward, like Japanese), will almost invariably be able furthermore to be perceived through the ear and not
to discern, from hearing,- the kind of time of that simple through the nose, like snuff I flatter myself that if these
melodic passage. Perhaps it escaped Mr. M’s searching directions are faithfully followed, the effect of “ Musical
;

abandon

tion so untenable that I gladly

it.

I still believe

when they

personal lessons are the best, but

are not only

impracticable but entirely out of the question, the corres-

pondence plan is certainly the very next best thing. If
a hundred letters a week prove anything, they show that
this plan is going to do .much of the musical art work of

on page 22 of “Musical Dictation” I have Dictation” upon the ear (say rather rational musical the future.
given definitions of metrical and rhythmical accents, the understanding, which is paramount in true, thorough
eyes, that

only rational theoretical elements that enter into the con-

musical education), will be considerable and ^ill bring

struction of the different kinds of measures.

musical students nearer to their goal of becoming good

It is quite amusing to read Mr. M’s enthusiastic lines musicians.
about his elaborate “pulse theory.” Now the idea of
often used by Eesthetics^as a figurative

Au

BY DR. OTTO NE1TZEI,.

revoir
F. L. Ritter.

Translated for the

pulsation,

representation of rhythmical motion,
hills.

M.’s “pulse theory”

Mr.

ballast with

which he

is

as

old

as the

quite a variegated thing;

Now

at a time.

in

modern music

necessary, in order to

make

I did

not think

by you about

for private lessons. But you will excuse me
say I do not want to send on money without knowwhat
ing
I am going to get for it* Can you give me a
specimen of the letters, so I can tell what the thing is?
If you could answer in some journal it might enlighten
others as well as
Yours truly,
Miss
The above very courteous letter, like many others of a
similar tenor, is most certainly entitled to a definite reply.
The correspondence plan which is used in every State in
the country is just what it claims to be the best possible
way of getting a thorough and reliable musical education
when the student cannot spare time for private lessons.
if I

In explaining the construction of the different kinds of

measures as used

article

New York

and a patient provided with only quarter-pulse beats,
would be pretty near giving up the ghost.
it

the matter clear, to pay a

Mr. Mathews’ Anatomical Pulse Museum.
in which Mr. M. introduces the sentence
“there is no such thing as ‘a half-note effect,’ as a
quarter- note effect,’ ” may easily lead the reader to at-

visit to

The manner

1

tribute the writing of this quasi-nonsense to the author

;

of “Musical Dictation;”

and yet, when considered
closely, these terms, representing something tangible,
do not read quite as ridiculous as “half-pulses” and
“ quarter- pulses.”

It

comprises the following:

—

Course
“

2.

Piano playing, with rules and maxims.
Harmony and thorough bass.

the following startling proof of his close acquaintance

“

3.

Counterpoint or part writing.

my “ Musical Dictation,” of which he affects to
speak so wisely, magnanimously giving people advice
how to use my book. “ But the preliminary training of

“

4.

Church or pipe organ.

In another part of his article Mr. Mathews puts forth

with

the ear to recognize scale-tones, chords, phrases, measures, parts of measures, etc, would still remain to be done

elsewhere.”

Surely here

is

confusion in plenty.

the term scale instead of scale-tones not do

N. B.

!

The

tyro

music knows that a scale is composed of a succession
of tones, and any student understanding the construction

the

may be news to Mr. M. that in the “Introductory
Remarks” of Part First of “Musical Dictation,” the
following sentence, regarding the scope of the whole work,

Vll V

the

IUC

mono*
monodic or simple-voiced exercises
” re
exercif"”

;

first

piano
pi

course also includes a preparatory

laws will not permit

me

lesson in the piano course would be about as

:

Teach
“
“
“
“

It

printed black on yhite.

Musical form and composition.
Musi

strictures of the copyright

first

follows

of a measure will certainly have br^ns enough to know
of how many parts each kind of measure is composed.

is

Cabinet or reed organ.
Cabi

6.

—The

“
“

“I have

consists of

The second, of

1st.

Position at piano.

2d.
8d.

Position of arms and hands.
Action of the fingers.

4th.

Names

y

of keys (only white keys

firBt).

on five keys (C to G).
and clefs (G clef only at first).
Length of simple notes (whole, half and

6th. Place fingers properly
6th. Staff
7th.

quarter.

Trbtbar.

;

has resounded, or with his ears. The actual sound, constituting the listener’s first idea of the work, is for the
virtuoso but the end or result of the preceding mental
Like our speech, in which thought is ihs first
effort.
element and the spoken word but the secondary effect.
As it is often the case that one’s thoughts may be clear
and important, while their expression is defective, so with
the virtuoso and, if Anton Rubinstein at times so little
heeds clearness of style and accuracy of figures shat it
becomes an effort to follow the musical contents, yet no
one will Relieve for a moment that his ideal of the work
must bear the blame, but rather his fingers, hia-agitation,
passion, fatigue or other circumstances that thuspprevent
him from expressing his ideal as he would desire to do.
Many great violinists have the habit of pressing the
string that the string
bow so vigorously upon the
clatters, producing an ugly noise. How much a badly conducted orchestra may accomplish in executing works of
art is not yet sufficiently acknowledged, or oar directors
would be chosen from the ranks of the most refined and
The hearing of conductors is
sensitive musicians alone.
one of the most difficult lessons to be learned.
The most finished practicing, rehearsing, or whatever
this art may be termed, consists in governing the tones
produced, in order to discover whether they approach
the existing ideal, and then in altering or forming them
according to this ideal. Therefore it is almost as important
for an artist to possess the art of listening to his own
performance coolly and in a matter-of-fact manner, as
though he were an unconcerned listener, as it is for him to be gifted with the ability to comprehend and grasp
And if Nicolas Rubinstein
the composition mentally.
1
laid such great stress upon “ hearing one’s self,* he meant
thereby to say : to hear one’s self as a listener would, or,
own listener. For only in this wav can a
to be op
compositionbe made to appear in the executants interpretation as the composer intended it should appear.
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For small hands as —
studies published by
Facility in playing by heart is indeed a most useful
zj
r„n
.
Here follows
a ilist of studies and pieces (alternately)
talent, but it deserves only to a degree that amount of
anybody who has examined my book to be used in the first half year. These are so carefully
raise and admiration that is usually bestowed upon it.—:ercise8 on intervals normal to the difoccurs at any point, and the inter- SIbsst Pager.

vmmsm’msmmi.

|S

'

;

-.•rQglg

'

:

I

G

to give all the details of the plan, but with this limitation,

in

when completed,

6.

course for the organ.

Would

Any

?

“
“

1.

D.

;

have just read an

the idea

quite a lively time with a pulse beating four beats at once,

„

I

Correspondence Lessons in Music, and I should think
is just what we teachers want who can’t come to

full

suppose one would have

I

—

Dear Sir

!

the pulse of a healthy person usually beats

and one

Iowa, June 3d, 1888.

Dr. Eugene Thayer.

there are four-

Etude by H.

Every virtuoso must strive to hear himself. This adwas given to a young colleague by Nicolas Rubinstein,
director of the Moscow Conservatory, who was a much
greater piano virtuoso than is generally known.
It
would seem self-evident that one should hear himself so
many a one would think but, did the above words not
possess a deeper import, ink and paper might have been
If a pianist, for example, make such excessive
spared.
use of the loud pedal as to confuse bis runs and harmonies until they can scarcely be deciphered, can it be said
of him
he hears himself play? Or if he does hear
himself, is he not then responsible for disfiguring his
selection until it can no longer be recognized ?
Every executive musician hears what he performs
twice: first, in his own imagination and then, when it
vice

A REGENT IDEA.

Mr. M.’s “ pulse theory,”

"pulses, three-pulses, half- pulses, quarter-pulses, etc

beats,

[For The Etude.]

unwieldy

saddle the chapter of the

tries to

rudimentary elements of music.

however,

is

a huge,

is

'

A HINT FOR EXECUTIVE MUSICIANS.

>
.
'
‘

AS

Hjfi

AS
-Is

AMEBIOAN COMPOSITIONS IN THE CLASS AID
CONGEST BOOM.
[Extracts from an essay delivered before the Ohio
Music Teacher’s Association by Wilson G. Smith, of
Cleveland.]

In presenting a few points on this pertinent and interesting subject for your consideration, it may be well for
me to preface them with the assertion that it is not my
intention to enter into any extended eulogy or panegyric
on the genius of the American composer, thereby placing him upon an exalted pedestal and calling upon you
to fall down and worship him.
You, one and all, have
/bur musical “ penates ” at whose shrine you offer the
sacrifices of your enthusiastic admiration and devotion.

Bach, Beethoven, Schubert, Schumann, Mendelssohn
and the other classicists, with doubtless a few modern
writers, such as Brahms, Rubinstein, Grieg, etc., all have
an acknowledged place in the category of your musical
and most deservedly so, since, on their works
saints
are based the science of classic and modern musical
thought and inspiration.
The basis of all musical development in a nation is its
national folk-song; this evoked by pastoral simplicity,
^Arcadian happiness, or perchance by patriotic valor, forms
a rich mine from which many of our most distinguished
composers have drawn inspiration. Even the mighty
Beethoven has incorporated in some of his sonatas
themes that have sprung from the hearts of the people,
and we all know how copiously Chopin and Grieg have
quaffed from this fountain.
Herein is national music like formal government, in
that it is the greatest and the best when the voice of
the people is the offenest heard.
The highest and most
characteristic type of music to my mind is the idealized
form of folk-song.
In this vital and fundamental principle we as Americans are laboring under a great disadvantage we have
no fund of national melodies to go to for characteristic
;

;

xj

treatment.

What we do in music for some time to come must be,
in great part, imitative or based upon the music of the
European nationalities, and in this very fact, I think,
the assurance of ultimate success.
The American
is largely imitative, but possesses, withal, a characteristic vein of originality that will in time develop into
a school of original musical thinkers.
The process of musical generation as an art and science
has been slow in all countries, and the genesis of our
national art must of necessity be of similar growth.
What though oiir young composers do not reach the
highest altitude of musical thought; they arejevertheless
preparing the way for some genius whom time is sure to
produce, and whose work will form a basis upon which
the pillar of our national art is to rest.
It is & matter of fact that the purely instrumental form
of composition is the most difficult in which to realize an
ideal success.
Music with a verbal text is an accessory to the. act of
portraying emotion or dramatic passion already expressed in language, and consequently the more readily
grasped and comprehended; but music without verbal
text appealing only and directly to our emotions or reason must possess the qualities of human heart throbs to
awaken a responsive echo in our hearts. ’The highest
types of these two distinct phases of musical inspiration,
that play upon the entire gamut of our emotions, are to
be found in the dramatic master works of Richard Wagner, and the purely instrumental dramas
the symphonies of the immortal Beethoven.
Here we have the
highest emotional and intellectual achievements of musilies

mind

—

cal inspiration.

But what has this to do with my subject, you again
ask?
Very much, I assure you. The works of these and
other masters show what must be attempted and accomplished by American talent and genius before we can call
ourselves the possessors of a school of musical composition worthy to rank with the European nations.
Because we do not yet possess such genius among our
talented and ambitious coterie of composers is not to be
considered a discouraging condition of our musical development. “ Rome was not built in a day,” and there has
been but one Beethoven and but one Wagner, each the
most perfect ^embodiment of two distinct phases of art
development. Each the ultimate expression of idealized
inspiration that only centuries of honest effort and worthy ambition have been able to develop.
Who can say that America is not destined to have her
Wagner and Beethoven in the years that are to follow ?
I am fall; justified in predicting such a legitimate outcome of our American musical genesis.

*

Americans have

talent,

ambition and perseverance

that mast eventuate in good results. Such eminent musicians and teachers as Fred. Kiel, Kullak, Bargiel, Schar-

.

wenka, Mosskowski, etc., whose acquaintance it has
been my good fortune to have made, have frequently said
that Americans are the best and cleverest of pupils, and
possess much natural aptitude and ability, such us shall
result in founding, in time, a distinctive school of music.
Our greatest fault as Americans is bur haste to become

We

CONCEIT PBOGBAMMES.

geniuses.
go abroad and expect to accomplish in
the brief course of study crowded into three or four years
what our European brethren are content to make a life
study, and are satisfied to absorb daily what we consider

Pupils of J, A, Carson , Greenfield, lU .
Sonata in F, Reinecke ; “ The Mill on the Brook,”
almost infinitesimal nourishment to satisfy their artistic
cravings.
They are content to develop slowly and leave Sportiveness, Kohler ; Dream of Spring Fairies, Reisto time the realization of their ambitions.
We would siger The Nightingale, Hunten Christmas Song, Christ“Grandmother’s Story,” Sidns
take Father Time by the forelock, and thrust such mas Bells, Gade
Joyfulness, Tarantella,
copious quantities of erudition into our mental pouch as Choral Fantasia, Beethoven
tend to make us a nation of musical dyspeptics.
Slew Moelling Romance and Variations, Crame Turkish
musical mastication must be observed if we would assimi- March, The Kermiss, Gurlitt La Matinee, Dussek.
late and, absorb such an education as will enable us to
Virginia Female Institute , Staunton, Vo., Mr. F. E.
give due expression to our ambitious longings.
Webb, Musical Director.
What we need here is an artistic and stimulating musi#
A
Overture, “ Semiramis,” Rossini; “Angel’s Serenade,”
cal atmosphere to keep us infused with ambition of the
Braga
Transcriptions, a, Serenade, b, Notturno, Scharproper sort.
wenka
Duet,
The
Song, Kucken Gavotte
Hunter’s
Here in busy, bustling America there is not yet that
sympathetic congeniality among the profession and its Moderne, Tours Solo, “The Guardian Angel;” Gounod;
Grand Offertoire, St. Cecilia, No. 2, in D, Batiste.
patrons that ought to spur an ambitious talent on to the
goal of artistic success.
Arkansas City Conservatory of Music, Mrs. Ethel
A tidal wave of encouragement, however, is sweeping
Meeker, Director.
over the land, and will assuredly bear upon its crest some
Fantasie e Sonata, C Minor, Mozart a, Spring Song;
native talent capable of and anxious to do honor to his
b, Spinning Song, .Mendelssohn; Nocturne, Op. 17,
profession and native land, and as a small number of the
Valse Caprice, Liszt ; “ Laddie,” Pinsuti ;
profession gathered here, let us one and all throw out to Brassin
the struggling talent the life-preserving aid of our hearty Nocturne, Op. 62, No. 2, Chopin; “Two Larks,”
sympathy ana cooperation. We are not all of us called Leschetitski Impromptu. Op. 90. Schubert Aria, Bach;
“ Home so Blest,” Abt; Sonata Pathetique, Beethoven
upon to battle the (too often) overwhelming waves of ad“If, With All Your Heart,” Mendelssohn.
verse criticism and chilling apathy that
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

composers have
to. overcome, but we can all of us lend a helping hand
Sugar Grove {Pa.) Seminary, E. PI. Hill Director.
be it remembered that in so doing we honor ourselves as
Overture, “ Poet and Peasant,” Suppe ; Sonata
well as the profession we would worthily represent.
“ He was Despised,” HanAmerican composers, like drowning men, often catch at Pathetique, Beethoven a,
del; b, “Two Grenadiers,” Schumann Moonlight Sonata,
straws, and these straws touched by the magic hand of
Beethoven; “The Young Nun,” Schubert; Invitation
friendly sympathy and aid, transform despondency into a
Grand Marche de Tanna la Valse, C. M. Von Weber
feeling akin to hope.
faauser (two pianos, eight hands), Wagner; a, “The
I always feel an impulse to shout “ Amen ” whenever
Wanderer,” Schubert- Liszt b, “Hark! Hark! The
I see and examine any American composition of real
Lark,” Schubert- Liszt Vocal Duet, “ Lovely Peace,”
I don’t know any special reason for so doing,
merit.
except that I have had kind friends who have, from Handel.
Dubuque {Iowa) Academy of Music.
philanthropic motives, done a similar service for me at
times when it was badly needed. Let us, then, the memOverture, “ Euryanthe ” (two pianos), Weber; Duet,
bers of the Ohio State Music Teachers’ Association, form “ Breezes of Night,” Gounod Second Mazurka, Godard;
ourselves into an “Amen chorus,” whose encouraging Fantasie on Themes from Rigoletto, Liszt
Cavatina,
tones may reverberate through the land, and, further than “ 0, Mio Fernando,” Donizetti jVillanella, Raff; Vatee
this, let each one, when he returns to the routine of pro- Caprice, Strauss-Tausig
Trio, ‘“Row us Swiftly,” Camfessional labors, organize among his friends and pupils pana Valse, Op. 34, No. 1, Moszkowski Song, “ Marchoruses that may reecho “ Amens ” to the glory of guerite,” Denza
Danse Macabre (two pianos), St.
,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

American art.
Saens.
American composers will appreciate to its fullest extent
Pupils of Miss Helen E. Briggs, Albert Lea College
such choral work, and those among you who are not
Albert Lea Minn.
ambitious to compose can render yourselves at least
'"li
I
Danse Cubaine, Gottschalk; Duet, “ Bubbling Spring,”
locally immortal by exclaiming often in stentorian tones
“ Amen.”
Rive-King a, Nocturne, Op. 37, No. 2, Chopin b,
One more favorable point I may comment upon before Grave and Allegro-Sonata Pathetique, Beethoven
Gavotte, E. Moor; Chorus, “ Ave Maria,” Franz Abt;
closing.
,

,

;

;

Concert pianists (and teachers generally) are taking a Piano Duet, Rossini’s Overture to “ William Tell,” ar.
“ Forelle ”
Valse Brilliant, Goldner
greater interest in native composers, and many of our by Rosellen
most prominent artists have done more than they per- (“ The Trout”), Heller Duet, Scherzo, Op. 31, Chopin.
haps realize toward advancing the interest of the AmeriChappell Hill Female College, J. Alleine Brown, Mimical
can composer by giving him a place on their concert
Director.
programmes. Many programmes have been arranged in
Medley Overture (piano, four hands), Hewitt; a,
different cities devoted exclusively to the introduction of
American works, and there seems to be a native pride Chorus, “Greeting,” Mendelssohn; b, Chorus, “Night
Song,” Hauptman “Charge of the Hussars,” Spindler;
awakening upon the subject.
My good friends, let me appeal to you to loosen your “ The Herd Bells,” Gumbert “ Night Birds Cooing.”
Extend to him Sayeres; Valse, Op. 83, Durand; “Harp of the Wild
latch string to the American composer.
professional
hearthstone, for in- Wind,” Abt; “ The Light House by the Sea,” Davies;
the hospitality of your
asmuch as you do it unto him ye do it also unto the ulti- Duet Vocal, “Money Matters.” Hunter- Williams
mate development of American musical art. Who “Descend Upon our Dwelling,” Gersbach.
among you knows but that he has the coming composer School of Music, Amsterdam, N. Y., J. B. Haberer,
under his guidance and influence. Show him by the
Director.
liberality of your actions that there is hope for him some
Sonata, Op. 27, Beethoven Grande Polka de Concert,
day of being known and appreciated among men of his
Bartlett; Fantasie, Impromptu, Op. 66, Chopin; a,
own nationality.
Annie Laurie, with variations; b, Wha’ll be King but
With young pupils example is stronger than precept
Charlie, Pape; Overture, Tell (Duet arr. by Gottschalk),
and no musician can be a success who in deed and preRossini; Rhapsodie, Hongroise, No. 9 (Pesther Carnicept does not impress upon the young and observing
val), Liszt; a, “Bonnie Doon ;” b, “Bonnie Dundee,”
mind the fact that liberality of judgment and conduct is
with variations, Pape a, Prelude and Fuge (a 4 voci),
an essential part of a worthy musician. And how can
Bach b, Fuge (Doppel, a 3 voci) Handel “ Home,
we better show our friends our interest in American art
Sweet Homed’ (with variations), Thai berg; Theme and
development than by acknowledging native talent and
Symphonic, Op. 67,
variations (original composition)
giving it its due recognition?.
(two pianos, eight hands), Beethoven.
Another tendency of the times, of favorable aspect, No. 5
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

the fact that our publishing houses are giving more
attention to the productions of native pens, which is
The copy of Dr. Ritter’s “ Practical Harmony ” came
proof indeed of the fact that the demand for native com- duly to hand, and I have been much interested in lookall of which is attribu- ing through it.
positions of merit is increasing
The chief difficulty with harmony pupils
table to the awakening interest in native works.
is to make them study the subject practically, so as to bo
As I have said before, 1 would again emphasize the fact able to recognize Intervals and Chords, and to play them
that we have native talent in abundance in America All on the piano forte, Dr. Ritter’s book undoubtedly supthat is wanted is adequate encouragement and. support; plies a long-felt want.
The arrangement is methodical.
and I appeal again to you, in closing, to see t,o it individon gradually from triads to the most advanced
ually that American compositions of merit are recognized
In no other work which I have met with is there
a.
and used by you as much as practicable in your concerts such an abundance of exercises* affording the pupil exand class rooms.
cellent training in transposition as well as in playing
is

;

S

Ridl*t Pbkntic*.

chords.

Bxforb making arrangements

for the

coming year with
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that Miss Belcher’s ingenious device will be found useful,
especially to beginners, in aiding them to systematize and remember
ih o fingering of the scales.”
WILLIAM MASON.
Omrngt, Feb. 7th. 1888.

“I think

“ The study of music requires mental as well as physical ability. Anakf**W, classifying and reasoning greatly facilitate the acquirement of harmony, rhythm and touch. Even in the earliest stages, the sooner these
Any one who
faculties of the mind are called into action the better;
can present the structure and fingering of the scales to a young student
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have just published

“ In Miss Kate H. Belchers Rainbow Guide for the Fourth Finger
form and color are cleverly used to draw attention to, and fix in the
mind, the facts to be learned. I should judge the effects of its use would
be to combine, in the case of little pupils, an agreeable pastime with a
real development of the powers of perception, discrimination and classiA. S. PARSONS.
fication.”
,

“ I fully endorse what my friend, Dr. Mason, says of Miss Belcher’s
excellent device, and I think it will be of great service to our young
students of the pianoforte.”
S. B. MILLS.

H. A.

Beater in Watches, Slocks and Jewelry.

Philadelphia, Pa.,

1 704, Chestnut Street,

way that will develop these powers does a good work. Since I believe
Miss Belcher hag invented an attractive and ingenious card for this purrecommend
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Easily Understood.

CHAS. W. LAWDOfii, .Musical

Interesting. Thorough. Adapted for a short course
or for an extended period of study. A great saving of
time to teachers. A real help to students.

—

Director.

Courses in l’iano and Voice Culture, Organ, Violin, Cornet,

This work is being received with great favor, and is already introduced in several of the best conservatories in this country. In 'pamphlet
form it has had a large sale, and now that it is completed, it seems sure
to take a leading place among works on Harmony.'
Simple explanations, short sentences and plain language throughout
are features which will commend themselves to teachers and students.
It drill lead students not only to a theoretical acquaintance with Harmony, bat also to become able to distinguish intervals, chords, progressions and treatments by ear as readily as with the eye.
By means of an agreeable variety of exercises the interest of the
course is well sustained. It will not be found dry by any careful student. Many of the exercise* are decidedly novel in a te^t-book of tills
kind, never having appeared before.
The book will be found interesting and helpful in every way to the

Recitals by distinguished artists during Ua« year.
Individual lessons only.

yet published.

phone.

To strengthen
.

the fingers.
To- improve the touch.

To ensure flexibility and. rapidity.
To give correct position of the hand.
To save time and a vast amount of (abor.
Price, $ 3 50 Net.
.

most

Address

IN PRESS. — The

Daily use of the Technicon and Teehni-

All practice under supervision.

Classes

Is*

Chorus K»rlH, Vocal

81*1*4

Beading, and

Tonic
and Figure Painting in Oil or Water Colors. Landscape,
fruit and flowerrffcqni nature.
Modeling in Clay, Crayoning, Fasteilo
and Charcoal Sketching, Architectural, Mechanical and Free-Hand
Drawing and Drawing in India Ink, are thoroughly developed by the
most modern theories of teaching. Dlg»l*»mM)!i ®h» 4 Degree*
Portrait

,

whom
Gold.

BECK, CaRLTLE PETERSILEa, OtC.,etC.
Send for circular giving detailed information.
it in

Harmony

and Counterpoint.
Norma! Course for Music Teachers. Weekly Lectures and Knsicale*.

Unqualified endorsement of leading artists and teachers, among
are 8. B. Mills, Da. Louis Maas, Mauauc Hive-King, Robert

ixcellence will strengthen as
diet that this will prove the

Art,

N. Y.

THEODORE PREMEK.

Study of Time, Measure and

Conferred.

Little Classics fob Little Plafers
By FRED. BRANDEIS.

Op Beyond the Icebergs,
a new coma opera m thb.ee acts,
WITH ORIGINAL WORDS AND MUSIC,
i

Complete Libretto can be furnished on application

By Benjamin

Cross,

Jr,

This volume is one of Gems, charmingly simplified by one of our
foremost musicians. Copious (German) finger marks and close phrasing with every piece. Price 5© Cents,

CONTENTS.

!

Beethoven.
Beethoven.
Beethoven.
Mozart.
Dussek.

Adagio from Sonata Pathetique,
Andante from Fifth Symphony.
Andante from Kreutzer Sonata.
Andante Favori
Consolation
Consolation

.......

Mendelssohn
Schumann.

Evening Song.
Harmonious B! acksm ith ..........
Hungarian Dance, No. 7

Handel.
Brahms.
Handel.

.............
Largo
Lieb Gesang (Die Walkure),
Marche Mintaire
Marcia Alla Turque...
Melodie

PRICE, 81.25

Wagner.
Schubert.
Mozart.
Rubenstein.
Mozart.
Chopin.
Chopin.

Menuetto
Nocturne, op.
Nocturne, op.

9,

37,

No. 2
No. 1.

...

Rhapsodic Hongroise, No.

Warum,

Schumann

“

A
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Mendelssohn.

Street, Philadelphia, P
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FOR THE PIANO-FORTE.
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Price,

Nation.

ad JiigMy Interesting
ssional and i&jateim
JUST WJShlSMEJD.

We offer in this System of Technic 'a work that is
calculated to arouse new interest and enthusiasm, and
absolutely correct, point out the road to higher and nobler possibilities.
While the aim has been to set before the player
new and interesting matter, yet the more important
very simple in construction and

This Metronome

is

:
facts are constantly kept in the foreground, to wjt
to develope the weaker fingers, and .to equalize the
touch, to create an independence of execution, to accustom fingers and hands alike to every possible posi.

can not get out of order.

tion in all major and minor keys,
mind as well as the fingers.

PRICE

and

E. E.

One

AYERS.

#

Dollar. Post-paid.

well known that many of our most valuable works on mtpfeai
theory are rendered almost useless to the average student, being positively incomprehensible by reason of the labored and careless style in
which they are written. Especially is this true of translations of Gen
man text-books. These books maybe characterized by their long and
involved sentences, ambiguities without number, and sometimes entire
Especially is this true of on?
periods that express nothing whatever.
“ Text-books on Counterpoint.” They are written by profound musical
scholars, and yet written evidently long after they had forgotten the
Blow and easy steps by which they themselves arrived at their concluIt

Tk»

them as

Schumann.

careful perusal (of this) will enable students to see clearly the

modern speculation in music .”— The MaUm,
Siemaan, “ The greatest living magic*! theorist.”

establishes

THEODORE PBESSES,

drift of

Dr.

Which

Beethoven.

Schumann.

1704 Chestnut

“ We know no other work in which a magical student can learn go
much about harmony In fifty pages of text and examples for exer”—Th» NaU&m, New York.
This work Is based on the idea* of Dm. Hugo Eiisms, and ha* as
an appendix his lecture on “ The Nature of Harmony.”

I

UNPURCHASED PRE-EMINENCE,

Liszt.

2

40

Slumber Song..................
Spring Song
Trail mere!
Address

cise.

over
'

Wagner.

Prise Song (Meistersinger).....,,,

lonsma, op.

These Instruments have been before the Public for
fifty years, and upon their excellence alone
have attained an

ia

sions.

The author of this new work thoroughly believes in taking the timid
student of the musical art by the hand and leading him gently, by easy
steps, to the heights of Parnassus.
It is with pleasure that we announce this new book on counterpoint,
written originally in the English language.
It clearly marks out all
the student’s work for him, and assigns him his definite writing exerThese tasks being indicated in their proper
cises in each chapter.
place, the student may not be in doubt as to Ms work for a moment.

to cultivate

By

J. C.

EIliXiMORJL

11
Mr. Fillmore deserves the thanks of the musical people for . avinjt
written a very readable book oa an interesting subject. * * * Shows
an intelligence rare among English writers on such topics.” The No-

tion,

Pbilad’a Musical Aeadei
1617

Some good advice for every one studying the

piano,,

SPSUCE STREET

New

York..

“ We most cordially recommend this little volrune as being thoroughly
and most useful to all who desire to study the sutyeet of
which it treats. The Athenaeum, London, England.
Endorsed by ail the leading pianists and teachers of Amorim.

interesting

—

We

Present a Few Communications oat of Many Received
“ As one reads It the wonder grows how go small a book could be

—
—

to contain so much good information.” W. S. B. Mathews.
Da. W*. Mason.
ig worthy of vary high commendation.”
“ I can only express myself in the highest terms of praise concerning

made

“ It

PRICE, 2®

MUSICAL SAME.

ALLEGRANDO
Instruction,

and Pleasure Combined.

A SPLENIC GAME FOR EVERY HOME,
This game consist* of cards, on which the different note* and rests
are printed,
on every card, After a number arc distributed among
the players, the cards are played in succession and added together as
they ere piayed until the value of a whole note ig reached, when it
counts one for the person who piayed the last card and completed the
whole note. This give* a general idea only. Full directions, with
rale® for a number of different games, table® showing the notes, reals,
keys, As., accompany the game.
Those learning to play the Piano, Organ, Yiolin, or any other Instrument; those who sing; those, who wish to read music faster; In fact, all
who as-: interested in music, heed this charming game.
It teaches the value of notes and rests.
The names of the note*.
The various keys in which music is written.
The diftaftt kinds of time.
Practice in musical fraction®.
The easiest way to learn to read mnsic.
Yon learn, while playing an interesting game.
It 1* readily learned, ever by children.
in most games.
Time devoted to playing this garas ia not wasted,

Cta.

It.”

Letters from a renowned musician and teacher to a lady,

By Dr.

HUGO RIEMANN.
PRICE, 25 Cl*.

(Second Edition.)

An

exposition of some

modern ideas of Harmony.

am

h.

Louis Maas.

—

this work.”
W*.
H. Sherwood.
“It is a mine of valuable information for the student, and should be
in the hands of everyone interested in music.”— H. Oianxncs Emjt.
“ It ia an extremely well- written and instructive work, and should,
in my judgment, be in the hands of every earnest piano student.”
Dbdlst Buck.
“ I consider it a very valuable work, and on® that ought to be la the
library of every student of the piano.”— Mm. Juua Kivk-Kinq.
“ The book ig well adapted to teaching, aad I shall gladly introduos
Itto my pnpila.”
mil Liebmno.
“An excellent work.”— my Fay.
“Every piano pupil ought to read it.”— Richard ZsckW**.
“ Will prove a great aid to all earnest students.” H. A. Clahkb.
“The author is evidently master of his subject,"
ohn S. Dwight.

pupils to read

and study

—

—

By

C. A.

MACOROIJE.

Among the many topics treated
On a good touch,” “Repose in

are “

in playing,” etc., etc.

in this little

playing,”

‘‘

agnetism

Price, 10 cents.
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PLAYS ANDI1S0NGS
and Family,
Kindergarten
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BY A K1NDERGARTNER.
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THEE ETUDE.

THE TECHNICON

or

PIANISTS HAND GYMNASIUM.

*
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Recognized by leading musicians as the most scientific and perfect appliance ever brought before the musical world, for preparing the hand to overcome all tecnniea!
difficulties.
It is not a dumb keyboard, but a scientific instrument, founded upon important physiological principles, and has the advantage of exercising details' of the
hand’s mechanism which derive too little development by keyboard exercise to enable them to contribute their important functions in the production of the many qualities
of touch and general mastery of technique which is needed for advancement in piano playing. It gives relief from monotonous exercises at the piano, by the attainment
of physical results rapidly produced, and has received the approval of medical men as being founded on scientific principles, and reducing the physiological side of piano
playing to a systematic and intelligible basis.
For a perfect technique, the muscles of the fingers, hands and arms must be entirely under the control of the will-power. At the piano, the attention 5a necessarily apt to
be draw® away from the muscular action to the musical effect produced, thereby only indirectly training the muscles. Gymnastic exercises, on the contrary, are more apt
to direct the whole attention to the mental efforts necessary to satisfactorily bring about the complicated nervous and muscular actions which are required for each controlled
movement of a finger or wrist. Many eminent pianists testify that one half-hour with the Technicon is equal to two hours of technical exercises at the piano.
’
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VALUABLE TESTIMONY PROM LEADING PROFESSORS AND EDUCATIONAL
“I

felly concur in the truthful solutions of the problems
which piano players will have to thank you and your invention,
the Technicon, for, in a superlative degree, as soon as they are
able to know its rain®. 'The results gained by myself and pupils from over two years’ experience with it are not only highly
sfttisfsctosy, but I find its advantages constantly increasing.”

H.

“I had for some years come to the conclusion
that I must give up all hope of playing solos in
public again, as it is impossible for me to get the
necessary practice, owing to the amount of teaching I do.
Now, however, ( thanks entirely to the
Technicon!) I have been able to give a pianoforte
recital at the Guildhall School of Music, when I

SHERWOOD

•‘The Technicon is calculated to revolutionise all hitherto
known mode® of preparing the physical organization to obey
the player’* will. For some time past, a part of every lesson in
my music room has consisted of “ Technicon Drill,” and with
the happiest results, mental and muscular. It to, in reality, a
thinking machine,’ so unerringly does it guide the student’s
thoughts into right channels.”
ALBERT R. PARSON'S.

included in my program a most exacting work—
the Sonata in F minor, by Brahms.
On that
occasion I played with more freedom and effect
than ever before in my life, although for years I
have done no technical work on the pianoforte.
My debt to the Technicon increases daily, and I
only wish'! could do more to make it known.

‘

.

This invention w®j highly commended: by the

late

Lisct, Ik the presence of prominent pianists at his

Abb4

home, in

Brotherhood, on
Send stamps for Essay by
“ Physiological Side of Piano Playing,” read at
Chicago meeting of M. T. N. Am Price 25 cents.

‘

Professor of Pianoforte, Guildhall School of Music

London, England.
May

30th, 1888.

"L

—

—

M, B. Important Work for Pianists. The mechanism of the hand and arm analyzed and explained by means of diagrams, with explanatory notes, showing which
muscles are brought into action for each particular movement of the arm, wrist or fingers. Invaluable to teachers for showing pupils which muscles should be used, and
which should be kept quiescent, for producing the movements involved at the keyboard. Price, 75 cents. To Teachers, 50 cents. Send stamps.
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O.t DITSON A&+CO.’S-tNEW+PUBLiCATIONS.
What Choirs

Mwmo.
aNthem books.

Emerson’s Anthems of Praise. $1.00 per doz. $9.00
Perkins’ Anthem Harp. $1.25; per doz., $12,00.
American Anthem B@©k. $1.25 per doz., $12.00.
Order with Ditson’ s imprint.
Dressler’s Sacred Selections. $1.50 per doz, $13.50.
L&ns Be®, Henshaw. $1.00; per doz., $9.00.
Santera!. Palmer & Trowbridge. $1.00; per doz., $9.00.
,

;

Yes Landis.

Ernst Leslie. $1.00; per doz., $9.00.
Dews’ Eespenses uni Sentences.
80 cts.; per doz., $7.20.

And many

SUITOJkY

,

;

;

others.

Please send for Lists and Descriptions.

SCHOOLS

“as it happens,” but take
by classes and rehearsals, to prepare their young
singers for solos and choruses, for Sunday and for festival singing.
For such schools Ditson & Co- provide
the best music by the best composers.
are not satisfied with singing

pains,

Faithful and Successful School Teachers use the Best
Books, without regard to the interests of authors or puband are great, patrons of Ditson & Co.’s carefully made books, compiled by the best talent.
For lists and descriptions, please correspond.
lishers

KINDERGARTEN.
Kate D. Wiggin.
A
Manual and Song Book for Kindergartners.
Songs and Games for Little Ones, $2.00. Gertrude
Walker and Harriet S. Jenks. 136 of the sweetest
Kindergarten Chimes, $1.26.

30 cts., $3 per dozen. Abbey and Munger. The newest
book, full of very sweet songs, well fitted to succeed their
other successful books.

of sweet Songs.
Kindergarten Plays.

VOICES OF PRAISE.

Singing Societies and (Hubs Need

CHORUS BOOR8,
Emerson’s Chorus Book. $1.00.
Perkins’ Glee and Chorus Bosk.
Apograph. Zerrahn. $1.00.

as

$1.00.

Concert Selections. Emerson. $1.00.
Also the Choruses of the Oratorios. (See lusts.)
Cantatas (Classic), as Mendelssohn’s Christus, 40 cts.;
Rheinberger’s Christoforus, $1.00 Three Holy Children, Stanford, $1.00; Fair Melusina, Hofmann, 75
Wreck of the Hesperus, Anderton, 35 cts.;
cts.;
Battle of the Hung, Zbllner, 80 cts.
Cantatas (Scenic). Joseph’s Bondage, Chadwick, $1.00
Ruth and Naomi, Damrosch, $1.00 Rebecpa, Hodges
(easy), 65 eta.; Esther, Bradbury (easy), 60 cts.
Also more than a hundred Masses, containing the best
and sweetest of sacred music.
;

$4.20 per dozen. Rev. Chas. L. Hutchins. A
handsome book of great merit and highly recommended.

40

cts.,

Dignified yet brilliant

HEW

O.
C.

H. DITSON

FOR.

RETAIL PRICE.

CO.,

867 Broadway,

American School Music Readers.

Gems

SONG WORSHIP.
35 cts., $8.60 per dozen. L. O. Emerson and W. F.
Skerwin, both distinguished “Sunday-school composers.”

cts.,

cts.,

Laudamus,

Book 1, 36 cts.
Emerson & Swayne.

cts.

,

both

$1.00.

—
A Hymnal

for Ladies’

Colleges.

Beautiful Part Songs.

not send for specimen copies (mailed for retail
price), or for specimen pages (free)?

lew York

cts.

By Profs. Kendrick ana Ritter, of Yassar.
Royal Singer, 60 cts. L. O. Emerson. For Adult
Singing Classes and High Schools.
Song Greeting, 60 cts, L. O. Emerson. Refined and

Hoffmann and Tenney.

$3.60 per dozen.

Why

30

THE HIGHER SCHOOLS.

SOMGE OF PROMISE.
35

Little Singers,

United Voices, 60 cts., and Song Bells, 60
by L. O. Emerson, and the first just out.

Jewett and Holbrook.

$3.60 per dozen.

foi-

cts.

INTERMEDIATE AND GRAMMAR.

SINGING ON THE WAY.
35

80

Richter.

The Youngest Nate SiMtert.

PRIMARY.

tunes.

cts., $3.60 per dozen.
Rev. E. A. Hoffman and J. H.
Tenney. More than 60,000 sold. New edition, condensed and improved.

DITSON
&

hymns and

SPIRITUAL SONGS.

85

;

AMY BOOK MAILED

;

Specimen Copies

of

any

fro®, for

of the above books mailed, post

the price here gtrea.

CO., Boston, Mass.
-4

J. E.

DITSON &

CO.,

1228 Chestnut St, Phila, Pa.

